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Deduction of objective quality parameters on old and new violins
Heinrich Duennwald
Terreichen 40, 5140

Erkelenz-Golkroth,

Germany

1. INTRODUCTION
For ages musicians, violin makers and scientists have

shown much interest in explaining the secret working
mechanism which drives the violin. Old Italian instruments
dated from the 17th and 18th century seem to play a very
importantpart because they showdifferent, acousticallybetter,
qualities than most instruments built in later periods.
Experienced listeners are able to judgethe sound qualityof
an instrument after having heard only a few notes being
played.Up to now the connections between those relatively
sure judgmentsand the physically measurableproperties of
violins couldnot be shown. This examinationtries to deduce
objective qualityparameters by acoustical measurementsof
many violins. One lot of instrumentsbeing known as having
excellent sound (about 50 old Italian violins and others) was
used as areference group.Instruments beingplayedbyfamous
musicians were regarded as more important than those of
unknown violin makers. The selections were confirmed by
subjective listening comparisons of the instruments.

2. METHOD OF MEASUREMENT
The examinationof violins can be divided roughly into

two categories.Physical examinations can measure mechanical
motions and frequencies of plates, strings, or bridges.
Acoustical measurements can be used to quantify the sound
radiationof the instruments. The book ofProfessorL. Cremer
describes most of the methods of violin research [I],

3. FROM THE VIOLIN BEING PLAYED IN CONCERT TO
THE MEASUREMENT SITUATION

For this research an attempt was made to use a method
of measurement which should be able to measure the
acoustical propertiesof violins as much as possible without
distortionor extraneousinfluences, so that a comparisonwith
the audible acoustical qualities should be easily possible. It
would be ideal to measurean instrument playedby a soloist
duringa concert. Thiskind ofmeasurement,however, would
be far toodifficult to interpret due to the vast quantityofsignal
information and its complexity. Some simplifications,
therefore, have to be introduced. The measurement site was
aroom with known acoustical properties tokeep the results
freefrom the complexacoustical propertiesofa concert hall.
Furthermore, measurements were usually made while one
single note was being played, one after another.

Because wewantedto measure theacoustical properties
of violins without uncontrollable variations it was not possi-
ble to have a playerexcite the instruments with abow. Inside
an anechoic chamber a player does not get the normal
acousticalfeedback and must orient himself onlyby listening
to the direct sound of the instrument. This couldresult in an
unnatural wayof playing. Reproducibilityof measurements
of violins excited by players is also not good,especiallyover
several years. No player is able to play in exactly the same
wayat different times and conditions.It is also cumbersome

to record many singlenotes. An alternateto a humanplayer
would be a machine thatbowed mechanicallyand clamped
the strings. This device wouldstill excite the instrument by
means of a bow and would be stable and repeatable. The
disadvantageof longmeasuring timewouldstillexist. An alter-
nate to bowingis toexcite the instrument directlyat the bridge.

It ispossible touse an impulseand to analyzethe radiated
sound. Another method is to excite the bridge with a steady
state sinusoidal force and sweep over the whole frequency
range and to record thefrequency response directly. Excita-
tion of thebridge has the advantagesof goodreproducibility
and short testing time. With this method one can test an
instrument that is only available for a few minutes. Its dis-
advantage is that it does not include the strings and the
couplingof strings-neck-fingerboard.This can be partly over-
comeby computingthe string spectrum and introducingit into
the computer later.

2.2 THE METHOD OF MEASUREMENT USED IN
THIS EXAMINATION

The method of exciting the instruments by sinusoidal
vibrations at thebridge has been used in this study, which
was undertaken at the Institut fuer Technische Akustik
RWTH-Aachen. As early as 1937 Meinel [2] and later
Lottermoser [3] [4], and Meyer[5] usedthis methodof exciting
instruments. The test conditions have always been the same.
The bridge is excited by a sinusoidalvibration andtheradiated
sound of the violin is measured with one of several micro-
phones inside an anechoic chamber. In the present study,
frequency response curves were measured with one micro-
phoneunder far field conditions. The microphonewas placed
a location typicalof listeners' positions in a solo concert. The
describedconditions differed from those usedby thepreviously
mentioned authors only in the use of different transducers.

The conditions which have to be fulfilled by the
transducer are partially incompatible:

The excitingforce on the bridge must be constant within
the frequency range of interest.

The transducer must not add mass to the bridge, which
wouldchange the dynamiccharacteristics of the instrument.

The method of excitation and measurement must be
reproducible in every detail.

The transducermust not damagethe instrument inany way.
The radiated sound patterns must not be disturbed.
The transducer must not radiate sound itself, and at the

same time must provide strong enough excitation so that it
is possible to make measurements in the far field.

In Figure 1 the principleof theworking mechanism of
the transducer is shown. It was developedfor this research
and fulfills all the conditions listedabove. A copperwire of
0.5 mm. diameter lies in two slits of a permanent magnet
having a pole gap of about 5 mm. The magnetic field is
perpendicular to the wire. Outside the magnet gap the wire
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lies in tubes in which thereis dampingmass. The wire is held
in positionby small hooks at theends so that it runs freely
through the slits. A sinusoidallyvaryingcurrent through the
wire applies sinusoidal force to thewire within the magnet
gap. If the contact point where the wire touches thebridge
is inside the magnet gap the bridge is excited by a force
proportionalto the current. Because theresonances of the wire
are damped, the exciting force of the transducer is constant
over the desired frequency range.

Figure 1. Mounting of the transducer.

Figure 2. Response curves of three violins
A: Pietro

Guarneri,

1749

B,C:

Factory violins

3. RESULTS
In Figure 2 are shown three different response curves.

The sound level range is 25 dB. The frequency range is 190
Hz to 7kHz. All curves are similar in the lower frequency
range, up to700 Hz. Thefirst resonance (Helmholtz)issituated
around 270 Hz. After a more or less wide gap there are two
highresonances which are sometimes split. They result from
large vibrating areas of the corpus. Above another gap
centered around 700 Hz there are many resonances which
result from complicated divisions of the plates into small
vibrating areas dividedby nodal lines. This partof theresponse
curves shows the largest differencesbetweenthe threecurves,
and these differencesare directlyrelated to the differencesof
sound quality of the instruments. But it is not well known
whether the envelopecontains all the importantinformation
aboutsound qualityor whetherdetailsplay an importantpart
as well. The top response curve in Figure 2 is from aPetrus
Guarneri of 1749. The other two are from factory made
violins.

3.1 IMPORTANT FREQUENCY AREAS AND THE
FIRST QUALITY PARAMETER

InFigure 3 overlays of ten curves of old Italian violins
(top), ten curves of master instruments(middle),and ten curves

Figure 3. Overlays of groups of violins
Top: 10 old Italian violins
Middle: 10 master instruments
Bottom: 10 factory violins
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of factory madeviolins are shown to seewhether the envelope
conforms with the qualityof me instruments. By comparing
them with the curves of Figure 2 we see arelationship. Note
that theold Italian violins differ less from one to another than
do the master or factory made instruments. Figure 3 shows
another even more important relationship (which is proven
by another 600 curves). There are importantfrequencyranges
for the judgmentof the sound quality. The first range (190
Hz-650 Hz) is responsiblefor thecontentof lower overtones.
If the second range (650 Hz- 1300 Hz) is too strong the
instrument will soundboxy and nasal. The third range (1300
Hz-4200 Hz) gives the instrument brilliance and goodradia-
tion. It is also responsible for equal overtones of all sounds
and, therefore, for evenness in the lower playing range. The
upper range 4200 Hz-6400 Hz) should be relatively low to
create a clear sound. These generalconnectionsbetween the
frequency areas and soundcharacteristics can also be proved
by listeningexperimentsusingadjustableelectronicfilterbanks
simulating response curves of violins and changing the
characteristics as described above.

FromFigure 3 we can alreadyfind a verysimple quality
parameter. The difference between the level of Helmholtz
resonance peak and the levelof the maximum peak in thenext
frequency range (up to 1120 Hz) is strongly related to the
sound quality of the violins. A numerical scale for this
difference is set up as follows: The maximumresponse level
in the 650 Hz- 1120 Hz range is designatedat 25 dB. The
response levelof theHelmholtz resonancepeakis thendeter-
mined on this scale,representinganumerical value of thefirst
qualityparameter. A high value has beenfound to correlate
with a good instrument.

Figure 4. Factors determining the spectrum of a tone.

3.2 ANALYSIS OF SINGLE NOTES AND THE
OTHER PARAMETERS

Since when listening to a violin it is not possible to hear
separatelyall frequencies, it seemsreasonableto examine the
response curves one noteat a time. Figure 4 shows the steps
which must be doneto calculate theresponse for singlenotes.
First, the response of the transduceris subtractedfrom the
frequencyresponse curve. Then the measuredspectrum of the
exciting force of abowed string is used to select and deter-
mineby computer calculation the frequency and magnitude
ofeach harmonic component of the note. The bottomcurve
of Figure 4 is an exampleof the result of such calculation.
The decreasein amplitudeof the sound spectrum towardthe
higher frequencies results from the spectrum of the bowed
string. The peaks in the spectrum reflect the structure of the
response curve for this particular note. The spectrum
represents the sound thatalistenerwouldhear when this note
is played on this particularviolin in an anechoic chamberand
he is positionedin the same direction as the microphonewas
during the measurement of theresponse curve.The spectrum,
of course, differs note by note. To be able to judge the
complete sound quality of the violin one must examine a
representative number of notes. In this investigation, every
quartertonefrom 190 Hz to 650 Hzwas used in testing every

violin. A vibrato of a quartertone is included in the calcula-
tion of each of the 46 tones. (The spectrawhich occur during
one completeoscillation of thevibrato are treated as if they
were all there simultaneously. In other words, the output is
integrated over the period of the vibrato.)

The next step in finding qualityparameters is to lookfor
relations between the shape of the sound spectra and the
quality of the sounds. These connections are rather com-
plicated. Thebest way is to try to do justwhata listenerdoes
by ear, i.e. a method of interpretation should be used which
includes the characteristicsof the ear. ThemethodofZwicker
was used to calculate "Lautheit" [7]. The calculation of
"Lautheit" (roughly, "loudness") can help to modify aphysical
sound spectrum into apsychologicalexpression of howloud
a sound spectrum seems to a listener. It is useful in judging
sound qualityto calculate the "Lautheit" of each of several
parts of the sound spectrum. The sound rangesdefinedearlier
areappropriateto use if the third range is divided into three
parts. The ranges are:
Range A B C D E F
Frequency 190 Hz - 650 Hz - 1300Hz - 1640 Hz

■

2580 Hz - 4200 Hz - 6400 Hz
Band

Figure 5 shows the laststep in calculatingthe "Lautheit."
The sound spectrum, modifiedby the listener curve is shown
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in the top curve.The "Lautheit" for each frequency band is
given by the averageof themodifiedsound spectrum in that
band. Experience has providedfour conditions under which
the sound characteristics will be extreme:

If the average"Lautheit" intheB range is very much greater
than the average in the sum of the A, C, and D ranges, the
sound is very nasal.
Similarly if average B «average

ACD,

the sound is very
"unnasal."

if average F » average DE the sound is very
harsh.

if average F «average DE the sound is very
clear.

Any values of the average between the above extremesare
normal in every tone of the violin.The above conditions can
be fulfilled by many different sounds which may vary very
strongly in details. This means that there are no restrictions
regarding taste in sound qualities(for example,dark or brilliant
sounds).

For thefinal judgmentof the quality of an instrument
calculations are made of theexistenceof theaboveconditions
for each of the 46 single tone spectra. The criteria are what
percent of the individual tone spectrafall in each of thefour
extreme conditions describedabove.

Figure 5. Calculation ofrelative loudness in different
frequency bands.

So, finally, there are five quality parameters used to
describe the tone qualityof a violin:

1. The relative level of the Helmholtzresonance
2. Fraction of very nasal sounds in %.
3. Fraction of very "unnasal" sounds in %.
4. Fraction of very harsh sounds in %.
5. Fraction of very clear sounds in %.

3.3 RESULTS OF ALL MEASURED VIOLINS
During this research we measured about 700 violins.

Included are 53 old Italian violins, 75 violins ofold masters,
(Hopf, Klotz, Stainer...), 300 violins made by masters after
1800, about 180 factory madeinstruments, 42 madebyhobby
makers, and a few others. Figure 6 shows theresults for all
violins. In the upper part are shown dots for each violin
representing thenumber of bad sounds of the nasal (X axis)
andharsh (V axis) types. The old Italianviolins are identified
by stars. The stars and points thatrepresent the good violins
areconcentratedat low values of bothparameters.This means
that thevery good instrumentsdo nothave many individual
sounds that are nasal or harsh.

A combined parameter is developedfor the results shown
in the top graphofFigure 6by drawingaline from eachpoint
perpendicularto the directionof the arrowand extendingthe
line until it intersects they-axis. Thecombined parameter thus
obtainedis a number in % on the y-axis, but it is treated as
aplain numbersince it is no longerapercentageofanything.
In the middle graph of Fig. 6 this combined parameter is
plottedagainst therelative levelof theHelmholtz resonance
(see 3.1). The very good instruments are characterized by

Figure 6. Developmentofacombined parameter forviolins
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values of the combined parameter less than 46 and values of
the Helmholtz resonance level greater than 18 dB (the
numerical values are chosen arbitrarily). The violins satisfy-
ing thesetwo criteria are shown in thebottomgraphof Figure
6 in a plot of the number of sounds that are not nasal and
not harsh, i.e. clear. Using Figure 6 a generalizedstatement
can be made aboutsound characteristics. Thebest instruments
have higher values of both parameters - not nasal and not
harsh. The violins with lower values of theseparametersare
very good, too, but they are not so interesting.

Figure 7 shows thefraction of the instruments having
very good values of thecombinedparameter (less than 46)
andthe levelof the Helmholtz resonance (greater than 18 dB).
The values are:

Factory made instruments 8.4%
Master instruments after 1800 19.1%
Master instruments before 1800 30.7%
Hobby violin makers 26.2%
Old Italian violins 92.5%

The old Italian violinsare good not justbecause they are old.
There are many other instruments that are alsoold but they
are bad, and there are many new violins that are very good.
The reason for these results seems to be specialknowledge
among the old Italian violin makers. This knowledge was
transferred tosomeother violin makers in Europe duringthat
period,so that more instruments made before 1800 in other
locationsare verygood in sound.

4. CONCLUSIONS
It has been shown that it is possible to characterize the

sound qualityof violins by objectivequalityparameters. The
method of measurement must be able to show the sound
characteristics of the instruments without distortion by the
measurement methoditself. A specialexciting transducer has
been developedwhichcan do this. The measured frequency
response curves contain all of the information necessary to

characterize the sound quality of the instruments. It is
necessary to examine the characteristics of the human ear,
in orderto find criteria which correlate withhuman judgment.
Thefinal results showthat all groupsof instruments (factory,
hobby,master, oldItalian,and new)contain very goodviolins,
but the relative number is different in each group. The dis-
tribution of the results of factory and master instruments is
random, that of the old Italian makers is not.

One wayofmaking violin makingmorepredictable and
certain is to use a great deal of knowhow. A better way is
to use a form of feedback during the making. Therefore it is
importantto learn to measure the qualityof the sound. One
way to do this is shown in this paper. Another and simpler
way is for violin makers to learn to hear and monitor the
important detailsin the complex sounds of violins as theyare
played.
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Influence of local thickness changes on violin top plate frequencies
Oliver E. Rodgers
University ofDelaware, Newark, Delaware 19711

ABSTRACT
Finite element analysis methods are used to calculate the

effect on thefree plate frequencies used for plate tuning of
local woodremoval from the top plate of a violin and from
the bassbar. Sensitivitycharts are presentedshowing where
localwoodremoval should be most effective. While localwood
removal from theplatecan makesignificantchanges inModes
I and 11, it is thebassbar whchdominates Mode V frequency
and nodal line pattern. The most sensitive portion of the
bassbar for changing ModeV is half way from the bridge line
to theend of thebar in the upperbout. An exampleofbassbar
trimming is presented in detail showingfrequency and nodal
line changes for each step.

INTRODUCTION
This paper describes a continuation of workdescribed in

my previous paperon the influence of local wood removal
on free plate frequencies [I]. That workstudied two almost
finished backs with different thicknesses in thecentral region
and one topblank with finished plate thicknesses butwithout
f-holes or bassbar. Wood removal was done symmetrically,
reducing the thicknesses of two elementssymmetrically placed
on each side of the center line for each computer run. The
results were presented as contour maps of the changes in
frequencies of the three important tuningmodes that would
occur whenaunit quantityof woodwasremoved ateach pair
of elements.

The finished top is a much morecomplex structure than
the finished back. It is not symmetrical because of the off
centerplacementof the bassbar and the complicatedstructure
in the centralregion due to thef-hole. Therefore separateruns
were necessary for every element in the plate when its
thickness was reduced. Additional separatecalculations were
made whenchangesweremade in heightsalongthebassbar.
This paper presents the results for one top plate and for a
number of bassbar configurations.

The technical literature about top plate tuning contains
very explicit targets for desirablefrequenciesand nodal line
patterns. Hutchins in "Acoustics for theViolin Maker,Part
3" provides targets for free plate frequencies and shows the
nodal lines of a pair of well tuned plates [2]. Bissinger and
Hutchins in two papers describe in detail what happens to
frequenciesand nodal lines as bassbar dimensions are reduced
and also the desirable final nodal line contours at the end of
the tuning process [3] [4]. The cover of the October 1981
Scientific American pictures desirable nodal line contours of
a well tuned top plate [s].

METHOD
The analysis method was the same as that used in the

reference paper [I]. The finite element program used was
SUPERB, developedby SDRC of

Columbus,

Ohio. The
elementpattern, shown in thefigures, is morecomplex than
in the reference paper in order to describe thef-hole regions
with reasonable accuracy. The top plate was modeled, as

before, using the thin shell option which neglects variations
across the thickness of each shell element and, therefore, uses
onlysix stiffness characteristics of the wood. It assumes that
the axes for the description of wood properties are always
perpendicular and parallel to the shell surface. The bassbar
was modeled using solid elements, in which no simplifying
assumptions are madeabout deformation and stress patterns,
so all nine stiffness characteristics of the wood are used.
(SeeTable 1). The bassbar was assumed to consist of elements
ofrectangularcross section of constant width and squareon
the top. The bar was aligned to have a slight skew in
proportion to theratio of thewidths of the lower and upper
bouts and to be tangent to the hole at the upperend of the
f-hole.

In each run, a reduction was made in one dimension of
one element. In the plate elements a 0.5 mm. thickness
reduction is assumed in the programto be uniform over the
wholeelement. A solid element is defined by eight nodes at
its corners and six planes through them. Thereforedimensions
could onlybe changedat elementcorners. Areduction of 0.5
mm. in the height location of two top surface corner nodes
affects the top surface ofeach of the two neighboringelements.
Therefore, foreach run of a variation of the bassbar geometry,
a wedge ofmaterial was removed from each of two adjacent
elements.

The samemethod ofprocessing the results of the many
computer runs used in the previous paper was used for the
dataon frequency changes due to woodremoval from areas
of theplate, and the contour curves of Figure 3 have the same
dimensions as in the previous paper — percent change in
frequency when a unit volume of wood has been removed.
The results of the calculations of frequency changes when
woodwasremoved from individual locationsalong the bassbar
are shown in Figures 4 and 5 and have the dimensions of
percent change in frequency per unit volume.

MODELS USED
One top plate model was used, identical in thickness

patterns andarching to the topblank describedin theprevious
paper[I]. These thickness patterns were theresults of tuning

Table 1. Spruce Wooid Material Properties
(Mega Pascals)

Young's
moduli ,

[ Exx 700
Eyy 13,000

( Ezz 450
( Gxy 900Shear 'moduli Gxz 60
( Gyz 900

Poisson's ( /*xy .02
ratio Mxz .47

Den:
( Myz .42
sity (g/cc) 0.4
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the blank until the nodal lines for Modes 2 and 5 made the
classicpatterns describedby Carleen Hutchins [2]. The bassbar
was describedas a 5 mm. constant width bar ofvaryingheight,
the sides being parallel to the z axis. Two bassbar config-
urations were analyzed.

The initial bassbar configuration was chosen by a trial
and errorprocess until the Mode 5 contour lines approximated
aring mode, but on the stiff side, as it might be in the final
steps of tuning. The frequency reductions were calculated
when 0.5 mm. wasremoved from each plateelement in turn
and also when eachpair of top corner nodes on thebassbar
elements was reduced by 0.5 mm. The same bassbar
calculations were repeated for a bar 20% higher and 20%
lower at every location in order to check whether the
sensitivity values would change significantly.

Using theseresults as a guide, bassbar dimensions were
reduced until the Mode 5 nodal line patterns matched the
Hutchins target, Reference 2, quite precisely. Sensitivity
calculations for theplateelements and bassbar locations were
then repeated. Table 2 shows the frequencies of Modes 1,2,
and 5 for all of the calculated configurations.

Table 2. Mode Frequencies for all
Bassbar Variations

Reference Bassbar Modification Frequencies (Hz)
Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 5Figure

2&4 Initial none 95.69 168.95 355.02
2&4 Initial +20% in height 97.65 171.19 374.50
2&4 Initial -20% in height 93.40 165.02 328.12

Tuning Steps
5 Initial none

(from Initial)
5 Step 1 -2 mm, lowerbout 95.24 166.27 348.81
5 Step 2 -4 mm, lowerbout 94.96 161.56 340.61
5 Step 3 i-3 mm, lower bout)

( - 1 mm, upper bout )

« c+ ai ~ 3 mm> lower bout IM en I*l c\£ 110 no5 Step 4 \ - , J 93.50 162.96 328.08t-2 mm. upper bout >
5 Step si(-3 mm, lower bout 1

(Final) t -2.5 mm, upper bout'
6&8 Final none 93.05 162.19 323.28

(from Final)
6&8 Final +20% in height 94.788 165.62 341.93
6&8 Final -20% in height 91.09 157.63 306.00

Overcorrection
(from Final)

9&10 Final -3 mm from lower 92.20 154.67 313.55
9&10 Final -1.5 to -2, upper 91.10 160.62 306.30

Progression
11 None blank 87.58 158.88 325.77
11 None f-holes carved 83.64 143.39 282.23
11 Final complete 93.05 162.19 323.28

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The initial bassbar configuration used is shown as the

upper contour of Figure 1, and thefinal contour is the lower
line. It should be noted thatthe vertical scalehas been doubled
in order to show the contours clearly. The calculated nodal
line patterns of the initial configurationfor Modes 2 and 5
are shown in the right hand diagramof Figure 2, togetherwith
the nodal lines patterns computed when the height of the

Figure 2. Mode 2 and 5 nodal patterns of initialbar.
Left: -20% in height Middle: +20% in height

Right: Nominal bar

Figure 3. Plate sensitivityplot ofbassbar. Contour lines show
equalpercent frequency change per unit woodremoved at
each plate location.

bassbar at every node location along thebar was increased
by 20% (middlediagram),or decreasedby 20% (left diagram).
The sensitivityof the structure to local thickness changes in
theplate is shown in Figure 3. The presentation is similar to
that used in the previouspaper. The view is from the inside
with the bassbar on the right side, as it would be seen by
someone using ashaker table. Thelines are contourlines which
describe a surface, the heightof which at any point indicates
thepercent frequency changewhen a unit amount of wood
is removed at that location. While theresults clearlyindicate
the dissymmetry caused by thepresence of the bassbar, the
samebasic patterns shownin thepreviousworkon backsand
atop plateblank exist for Modes 1 and 2. The most sensitive
area for woodremoval to reduce Mode 1 frequency is, once
again,in the centerof theplate.For Mode 2, once again the
most sensitive area is in the centerregion of the lowerbout.

The presence of thef-holes has also changed the nature
of the contour surface. For Mode 2, as well as Mode 5, a
sensitivelocal area is at the outer edge of the lower f-hole on
the left hand side (opposite thebassbar).Of course, this is not
a practical area from which toremovewood, for thatregion
in theassembledviolin is rigidly attachedto thecorner block
and incapableof influencing the flexibility of the assembled
structure.

95.69 168.95 355.02

I

<■

160 mm. ■ ("""-- BRIDGE LINE
o

, ,
Figure 1.Bassbar contours used. Upper Curve: initial bar

Lower: final bar

-20% +20%
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Figure 4. Bassbar sensitivity plot for Mode 5 for the initial
bassbarconfigurationand for -20% and +20% variations
in height. Upper: -20% in height

Lower: +20% in height
Middle: Nominal bar

Figure 5. Mode 5 nodal line patternsat each step in trimming
the bassbar.

The Mode 5 plot shows the strong influence of the
relativelyrigidbassbar. The center isno longera sensitivearea
as it is in the top blank or theback. Instead the local regions
near theends of thebassbar are all importantas are the areas
near the ends of thef-hole opposite the bassbar. These areas
are so small, however, that it is clear that changes in Mode
5 frequency must be accomplishedprimarily by modifications
of the bassbar.

Figure 4 shows sensitivity data, for Mode 5 frequency
only,when a small amountof woodis removed locallyalong
the bassbar in the manner described above, together with
similar dataforbassbars + 20% and - 20% differentinheight
at every point in the manner described above. While local
wood removal from the upper bout portion of the bar
significantlychanges thefrequency, thereis littlechangewhen
wood is removed from the lower bout region.

Figure 6. Mode 5 nodal line patterns of final bar.
Left: -20% in height Middle: +20% in height

Right: Nominal bar

Figure 7. Plate sensitivityplotfor final bassbar. Contour lines
show equal frequency change per unit volume of wood
removed at each plate location.

It seemed clear that the bar was too stiff in the lower
section, so a secondbassbar contour was thenestablishedby
reducing theheight of the bar in the lower bout area in five
steps toreach the lowercontourshown in Figure 1. The details
of the five steps are described in Table 2 and the calculated
nodal linesfor Modes 2 and 5 contoursat each step are shown
in Figure 5. Note that a change in the height of the lower
bar affects both the lowerand the uppercontours of the Mode
5 nodal line, as shown in steps 1 and 2.

Figure 6 shows nodal line information similar to that in
Figure 2 for the second bassbar contour. All four ends of the
curves of Mode 5 nowcurl, approachinga ring mode. Changes
of plus and minus 20% in bar heightmake significantchanges
in thecontour linesand inthe resultingfrequencies(See Table
2). A separate calculation revealed that even an increase of
only 0.5 mm. in bassbar height at every location is enough
to eliminate thecurl at the lowerright end of the nodal line.

Figure 7 presents information similar to that in Figure
3 for the sensitivityof theplatewith thefinal barshape. Note
that the plots for Modes 1 and 2 are very much like those
in Figure 3, i.e. the reduction in stiffness of thebassbar had
had no effect on the sensitive locations for changing the
frequencies of Modes 1 and 2. There are subtle changes in
theMode 5 plot. An area close to the bar in the upperbout
has becomemuch more sensitive. When attemptingtoreduce
Mode 5 selectively, this area is a place to work, along with
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Figure 8. Bassbar sensitivity plot for the final bass config-
uration for Modes 1, 2, and s.Upper: -20% in height

Lower: +20% in height
Middle: Nominal bar

Figure 10.Bassbarsensitivity plotsfor the over-trimmed cases,
Mode 5.

Figure 9. Mode 5 nodal line patterns for two cases of over
trimming. Left: upper bar reduced

Middle: final bar
Right: lower bar reduced

Figure 11. Mode 2 and 5 nodal line patterns for a blank, a
blank with f-hole cut, and the final bar.

reductions in bar height in the same location.
The solid line curves of Figure 8 indicate the change in

the frequency of Mode 5 when wood was removed locally
from thebassbar as before (See Figure 4). It is interestingto
note thatwoodremovalnear the center ofthebar once again
has littleeffect and, for both configurations, the mostsensitive
locationsfor reducing frequency are at the quarter points of
the bar. The upperbout portionof the bar is more sensitive
in both bars. The lower bout portion is sensitive onlyin the
final contourchosen, when the generallevel ofbar height in
the lower portion had been reduced. The dotted line curves
show the changes in theMode 1 and 2frequencies when wood
is removed from the bassbar.

None of the variations in thebassbar that were tried had
any appreciableeffect on thepositionor shape of the Mode
2nodal lines. This might beexpectedbecause the bassbar over
most of its length is directlyon the Mode 2 nodal line. The
positionsofMode 1 nodal lines were similarlyvery insensitive
to variations in thebar.

To complete the study twoover-corrections wereanalyzed
— afurther reduction of about 3.0 mm. in the center area
of the lower bar and a 1.5 mm. reduction in the upper bar.
Theresults are shown in Figures 9 and 10. Figure 9 shows

the Mode 5 nodal linesfor thesechanges. Notethe strongshift
in both the upper and lowerportions of thenodal line when
woodis removed from the lower portion of thebar. Note in
Figure 10 that the sensitivity of the bars to change of
frequency has been reducedinboth cases. Table 2reveals that
Mode 2 frequency was strongly reduced by the additional
wood removal in the lower bout region of thebar. Mode 1
was moreaffected by the changeto the upperboutregion of
the bar. This is confirmed by a similar cross comparison
between Step 3 and the final bar contour when wood was
removed onlyfrom the upperportionof thebar. Mode 2 and
Mode 5 wereequallyaffected during thefirst two steps when
wood wasremoved solelyfrom the lower portion of the bar.
In steps 4and 5, when woodwasremoved onlyfrom the upper
portionof thebar, Mode 5 frequencywas affected four times
as much.

Finally, Figure 1 1 shows the nodal line patterns in the
blank, in the blank with the f-holes cut out, and when the
bassbar has been added and tuned. It is interesting to note
that in this case, as is also the common experienceof violin
makers, the Mode 5 frequencyof the graduatedblank without
f-hole and bar and that of thefinished top are very close to
the same (See Table 2). Modes 1 and 2 are somewhathigher.
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CONCLUSION
One cannot drawsweepingconclusions from the detailed

examination of only one top plate and various bar
configurations. It is clear, however, that thepresenceof the
bar has little effect on the proper plate locations for wood
removal to tune Modes 1 and 2, and that plate locations are
not very sensitivefor changing Mode 5. It is also clear that
thebassbar dominates theconfigurationof the Mode 5 nodal
lines and Mode 5 frequencies.Reduction in theheight of the
bassbar in the upper bout region strongly affects only the
Mode 5 frequency. Reduction inbar height in thelowerbout
region will affect both Mode 2 and Mode 5 frequencies.

Thecalculations described inthis paper describe only the
final tuning situation. Therefore they are not adequate to
confirm the tuningpractice followed by Carleen Hutchins to
work in whatever area of the bassbar — lower, middle, or
upper — is most sensitive until it becomes less sensitive and
then shift to another area of the bar that is more sensitive.

One additional effect emphasized by Bissinger and
Hutchins in their descriptivepaperson bassbar tuning [3] [4]
(that of "damping"and the intensity of the response to the
shaker tablestimulus) cannot be simulated by computer finite
elementcalculations. It, unfortunately, must continue to be
a trial and error process to stopremoving woodfrom thebar
just before the plate goes relatively deadin its response on
the shaker table.
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Effects on spruce test strips of four-year application on
four different sealers plus oil varnish*

Morton A. Hutchins
112 Essex Avenue, Montclair, NJ 07042

ABSTRACT
Acoustical effects of surface treatments on samples of

spruce were examined with respect to stiffness, internal
damping and density. Four different sealers were applied
followed by two coatsof varnish addedeach year overaperiod
offour years andtestedat yearlyintervals. Measurementswere
made on 24 longitudinal-grainand 56 cross-grain strips cut
from five selected samplesof spruce woodused in violin top
plates representingvariations in species and ageofseasoning.

INTRODUCTION
The work of this paper has been to test the acoustical

effects of the surface treatment of spruce wood with four
different sealer materials and subsequent applicationof six
coats of oil-typeviolinvarnish. Fiveselectedsamplesof spruce
representingvariation in species, originand age of seasoning
werechosen.Results were examined with respectto density,
stiffness and internal damping - properties considered of
importance to violin making.

Test methodsin this workwereessentially those described
in a previous paper [I]. Propertiescalculated from measure-
ments were according to the followingformulas:

Reciprocal of damping, Q = J£
fH - fL

Density (/>) was determined from weightsand measurements
of the samples.

Tests were made on strips cut from samples which had
a cross section closelyapproximating 1.25cm x 0.40 cm and
lengths determined by the size of wood samples available.
Measurements were made on strips cut parallel to the grain
and strips cutat right angleto the grain.The numberof strips
cut in each direction was limited by the size of samples
available.All strips were kept at anambient of 65°F and 50%
RH for at least two weeks before testing.

Treatment of the strip specimens consisted of the
following: One applicationof sealer material appliedby brush
and allowedto dryfor a period of approximately3 months,
after which measurements were made. Two coats of an oil
violin varnish were then applied and a drying period of 6
monthsallowedbefore measurements.This wasfollowed by
a secondapplicationof 2 coats of varnishabout one year after
the first, with another 6 month drying period before
measurement.

One year latera third and final varnishingwas applied.
This procedurewas an attempt to approximateas closelyas
possible the method used in varnishing instruments of the
violinfamily and using spruce stripsapproximatelythe thick-
ness of top plates.

The sealer materials used were:
a. Gum gamboge (from solution)
b. Ethyl silicate (General Electric Co. sample) (from

ethyl alcohol solution)
c. Raw linseed oil (cold pressed)
d. Violin varnish — same as that used in later var-

nishing
Spruce wood variations tested were:

Two samples of picea abies — West Germany 1975
One sample of picea rubra cut in 1920
One sample of picea rubra cut in New Hampshirein
1975.
One small sample of picearubra obtained in Maine in
1977 but possibly cut in Vermont.

This entire experiment including calculation ofresults
spread overaperiodofabout4 years.A largeamountofdata
resulted from thecalculations. This datahas beensummarized
and is tabulated and shown graphically for presentation.
Changes in fundamental frequency (f0), in sample weight
(WT), density (p), reciprocal damping (Q), i.e. pi times the
reciprocal log decrement, and Young's Modulus (E) brought
aboutby the sealer plus the 6 coats of varnish are expressed
as percent.

Figure 1A showsthe overall averagepercentchanges with
gambogeand gambogeplus varnish on all 5 varieties ofspruce
wood, taken together.Here the percenteffects of thegamboge
on weight, densityand frequency are consistently small, but
produce an increase of 10% in Q. When combined with the
coats of varnish, percent increases in weightand densityare
as expected.Frequencyin thecase ofcross-grain samples in-
creases but inthe case of longitudinalgrain decreasesslightly.
Q values decreaseespeciallyinthe case of the cross grainwhere
the loss ofQ is about 20%. Young's Modulus withvarnishing
goes up nearly 20% cross-grain while the change for the
longitudinalis only 3.1%.

The small percent changes in E for longitudinalgrain
samples as compared withcross graincan be explainedas due
to relative effects ofstiffness and mass on the specimens. The
untreated spruce is normally 10 to 20 times stiffer in the
longitudinal than in the cross-grain direction. The surface
coatings add more stiffness to the cross-grain specimens,
thereby having a greater relative stiffening effect. On the
longitudinal grain samples the mass effect over-rides the
stiffness increase with net results showing an overall lower
E value.

Figure IB shows the overallaveragepercentchanges with
ethylsilicate andethylsilicateplus varnish. Hereagainweight,
density andfrequency show theexpectedsmall increases with
the sealer alone. Slightly greater increases are shown for Q
and E. With the addition of the 6 coats ofvarnish, however,
changes in Q andE are more drastic than with gamboge. Q
in thecross-grain samples decreasesby anaverageof28% and

*Presented at The CAS International Symposium on Musical Acoustics, Mittenwald, August 1989.

Young's Modulus, E = Q-946pf02L4

H2
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in thelongitudinalgrain6.7%. The changein E is evenmore
drastic in cross grain with an increase of 31%.

Figure 1C showsthe overall averagepercent changeswith
linseed oil and linseed oil plus varnish. Unfortunately
limitations in number of sample strips of different woods
limited our tests of linseed oil. Only afew cross grainand no
longitudinalgrainstrips were used. Results were somewhat
compromisedby thefact thatraw linseed oil tends to migrate
through the wood and come out of the other side of a 4
millimeter strip before it dries or polymerizes.Thechart shows
moderatepercent increases in weight, density and frequency
both with and without addedvarnish but a dramatic decrease
in Q of 48% and, in the case of the varnished sample, an
increase of 22% in E.

Figure ID is for a specialcase in which a coat of the oil
violin varnish is put on to seal the wood before the six-coat
varnishingoperation. Its effect is the expectedsmall percent
increase in weightand density.But thefrequency of the cross
grainis raised and thatof the longitudinalis lowered. Q values
are likewise raised and lowered. On the addition of 6 coats
of varnish,Q is decreasedby 22% and E increased by 32%.

In the abovecomparisons,it should bekept in mindthat
the percent figures quoted are overall averages, and do not
show the differences of the effects of the surface treatments
on the different species or varieties of woods tested. In order
to show some of these differences on the various species of
spruce, we have tabulated the averageresults for percent in
two properties,namely Q andE for both sealeralone and for
sealer plus 6 coats of varnish.

SEALER ALONE and SEALER plus SIX VARNISH
Average percent changes on all spruce strips

Figure 1.
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Table I giving the percent changes of sealers alone on
reciprocal damping Q, shows that linseed oil drasticallylowers
the cross grainQ values of the two species of spruce tested.
The West German picea abies is affected somewhatmoreby
gambogein its longitudinalgrainstrips but even morebyethyl
silicate in thecross-grain ones.The West Germanpicea abies
used in the viola SUS-265 gives results more in line with the
other varieties.

Picea rubra 1920 appears to be more affected in cross
graindirection than the averageofother varieties,exceptfor
the case of linseed oil sealer.

Table II shows percent changes on Q values of the
additionof varnish on topof the sealers. Thepicearubra 1920
is probably theleast changedwhen sealedwith gambogewhile
thepicearubra New Hampshire 1975 is least changedwhen
sealed with the violin varnish itself.

Table 111 shows the percent changesin stiffness,expressed
as E on various woods as produced by sealers alone. Results
were consistently in range except for the varnish sealed
samples where valuesfor cross grainare higher in most cases.
The WestGerman picea abies used in the top plateof violin
SUS-265 shows slightly less percentchange. Unfortunately the
smallnumberoftest strips ofpicearubra, Maine 1977,prevent
a complete evaluation of this particular variety.

Table IV givesresultingpercent changes in E produced
by the 7 coats ofvarnish. Comparison is for four varieties of
wood. Again theMaine 1977 evaluation was incompletefor
lack of specimens. The West German 1975 sample of picea
abies shows an abnormally low cross grain result which is
unexplained. Picea rubra New Hampshire 1975 shows high
cross grainresults. Otherwise thefigures in this table appear
in normal ranges.

TABLE I EFFECT OF SEALER ALONE ON Q (RECIPROCAL DAMPING)

SPRUCE TYPE GAMBOGE ETHYL SILICATE VARNISH LINSEED OIL

Grain Number of Percent Number of Percent Number of Percent Number of Percent
Strips Change Strips Change Strips Change Strips Change

PICEA ABIES II 12.0 9.1 4.9
1975

W. GERMANY 8.4 16.0 -4.7 -20.0
PICEA ABIES

1975 II 8.4 -4.0 2.5
W. GERMANY

SUS 265 7.1 7.0 -8.0

PICEA RUBRA II 9.4 8.0 4.8

VERMONT 12.0 2.9 -9.0 -28.0
PICEA RUBRA II 9.4 5.0 5.4

NEW HAMPSHIRE 7.3 10.0 -9.1
PICEA RUBRA II 5.6 4.0

MAINE 7.1 7.0 -9.0

AVERAGE II 9.0 4.4 4.4
PERCENT
CHANGE \6 8.4 17 8.6 16 8.0 -24.0
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TABLE II EFFECT OF SEALER PLUS SIX COATS OF VARNISH ON Q (RECIPROCAL DAMPING)

SPRUCE TYPE GAMBOGE ETHYL SILICATE VARNISH LINSEED OIL

Numberof Percent Number of Percent Number of Percent Number of Percent
Grain Strips Change Strips Change Strips Change Strips Change

PICEA ABIES II 0.0 -3.0 0.6
1975

W. GERMANY -19.0 -26.0 -28.0 -44.0

PICEA ABIES -2.6II -5.0 -8
W. GERMANY

SUS 265 -28.0 -31.0 -25.0

PICEA RUBRA il -8.0 -11.0 -9.5

VERMONT -5.0 -29.0 -22.0 -52.0

PICEA RUBRA -17.0 -7.0 -1.8
1975

NEW HAMPSHIRE -28.0 -27.0 -11.0

PICEA RUBRA II 0.0 -4.5
1977

MAINE -23.0 -29.0

AVERAGE II -6.0 -6.7 -2.7
PERCENT
CHANGE 16 -20.0 17 -28.0 15 -22.0 -48.0

TABLE 111 EFFECT OF SEALER ALONE ON E (YOUNG'S MODULUS)

SPRUCE TYPE GAMBOGE ETHYL SILICATE VARNISH LINSEED OIL

Number of Percent Number of Percent Number of Percent Number of Percent
Grain Strips Change Strips Change Strips Change Strips Change

PICEA ABIES II 2.6 3.1 5.3
1975

W. GERMANY 9.6 5.4 17.0 6.6

PICEA ABIES 1.6II 0.3 2.8
W. GERMANY 3.5 5.8 6.3SUS 265

PICEA RUBRA II 4.8 3.4 3.9
1920

VERMONT 8.0 6.1 12.0 6.3

PICEA RUBRA 2.4 3.5 10.0
1975

NEW HAMPSHIRE 4.0 4.2 11.0

PICEA RUBRA 3.9
1977

MAINE 6.3 6.9 16.0

AVERAGE II 2.5 9 3.3 5.2
PERCENT
CHANGE 16 7.5 16 5.7 16 12.0 6.4
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TABLE IV EFFECT OF SEALER PLUS SIX COATS OF VARNISH ON E (YOUNG'S MODULUS)

Table V shows thephysicalproperties of the individual
samples of the five varieties of spruce before treatment. It
should be noted that the sealers and six coats of varnish
produced wide variations between the longitudinaland cross-
grain samples, particularly in the case of the E values. As
mentioned earlier, this is due to the differentialeffects ofmass
and stiffness on the longitudinaland cross-grain strips.

One set of facts should be borne in mind regarding the
results of any work such as is reported here:

Wood is an extremelyvariable natural material.
Reliabilityof data depends on the numberof samples
tested and averaged.
In the case of this work, it was sometimes necessary to
discardresults on individual sampleswhich werefound
to have grain abnormalities or dimensional or surface
variations.

Because of the numberofcalculations involved this report
is confined to those mechanical properties which were
considered most important to the use of spruce wood in the
top plates of violin-typestring instruments (density, stiffness
and damping).Other parameters,such as shear modulus, etc.
maywell be equally important.

We would like to see others carry on this work under
moresophisticated methods and conditions.

REFERENCES
1. Hutchins, M.A., Catgut Acoust. Soc. Newsletter 36, Nov.,

29-31 (1981).

SPRUCETYPE GAMBOGE ETHYL SILICATE VARNISH LINSEED OIL
Number of Percent Number of Percent Number of Percent Number of PercentGrain Strips Change Strips Change Strips Change Strips Change

PICEA ABIES II -4.7 0.9 -8.0
1975

W. GERMANY 4.6 31.0 21.0 46.0
PICEA ABIES

1975 -7.0 4.2 -3.0
W. GERMANY

SUS 265 33.0 35.0 23.0

PICEA RUBRA II 4.3 -0.1 11.0

VERMONT 18.0 18.0 38.0 28.0

PICEA RUBRA II -5.0 0.1 -5.0

NEW HAMPSHIRE 31.0 40.0 46.0

PICEA RUBRA 12.0 -8.0

MAINE 27.0 45.0

AVERAGE II -0.1 -0.6 -1.0
PERCENT
CHANGE 16 31.0 15 34.0 15 32.0 37.0
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PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF INDIVIDUAL STRIPS BEFORE TREATMENTTABLE V

DENSITY RECIPROCAL YOUNG'S MODULUS Ell
E±Kilograms per meter3 DAMPING Mega Pascals

E

II II

PICEA ABIES
West Germany

1975

504
481
494
459
516
508

486
495
513
482
482
503
495
480
475
489
491
489
469

155
160
170
167
171
171

54
55
54
52
55
60
55
55
56
57
57
si
57

14600
14900
15600
13500
15800
16200

704
778
940
750
770
950
805
795
790
870
948
860
890

AYE 495 488 166 56 15100 835 18.1

PICEA ABIES
West Germany

488
481
492
449
494

423
434
434
432
432
422
415
426
421

171
218
199
185
189

55
68
65
67
69
66
58
59
54

14600
17700
18100
14300
18100

788
850
986
938
910
913
577
577
608

1975
Sus #265

AYE 480 427 194 63 16560 794 20.8

PICEA RUBRA
Vermont

443
423
436
419
437
452

420
430
423
424
416
414
414
442
429
430
442
432

146
136
144
154
165
144

32
31
40
■■'
■'

64
5!
IS

66
66
69
64

12100
10700
11300
11400
13500
12100

524
883
566

1250
1090
1150
533
590

1210
1160
1230
1070

1920

AYE 435 426 148 55 11850 938 12.6

PICEA RUBRA
New Hampshire

1975

402
410
421
467
446
464

429
424
433
429
436
432
428
445
437
408
418
447
440
443
432
464
464
455
446

160
170
161
164
162
144

61
66
61
62
62
63
65
61
55
65
62
64
63

■ 63
58
53
56
58
62

12300
11900
11800
13600
12300
13900

984
782
860
822
803
905
862
850
939
818
895

1030
950

1930
1830
1190
1030
1800
1780

AYE 435 437 160 61 12600 1107 11.4

PICEA RUBRA
Maine

460
433

498
495
489
499
499

160
153

56
57
56
58
57

13500
12800

1120
1240
1010
940

12801977
AYE 446 498 156 57 13150 1118 11.8
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Acoustical properties of some Australian woods
John Dunlop and Marissa Shaw
School ofPhysics, University ofNew South Wales, Box 1, Kensington, N.S.W. 2033, Australia

INTRODUCTION

The acoustic propertiesofwoodwhich have made certain
species more desirable in the construction of stringed
instruments have been the subject of investigationfor some
time. These properties are related to the design and
construction of these instruments which has been relatively
fixed since the time of the early Italian master craftsmenof
the sixteenth century. The essence of bowed or plucked
instruments is that of an almost totallyenclosed box with
tensionedstrings directlycoupledto anupperplate. When the
strings are vibrated, energy from these vibrations is com-
municated to the box and the enclosed volume of air. The
dimensions, selection and treatment of the wood, of which
the box is constructed, are responsiblefor the sound quality
producedby the instrument. The mechanicalpropertiesof the
wood - its elastic modulus, inherent dampinganddensity - are
therefore of prime importance, andtraditional choices ofwood
types have indicated that some unique combinations of
properties and arestriction to a few specific species may be
required.For example,the topplates of violinsare traditionally
made of spruce and those of guitars of cedars. Maples and
rosewoods hae been favoured for the backs of these instru-
ments respectively.

In this paperwepresent some measurements of theelastic
properties of Australian woods which are unique to this
continentandhave not been generallyavailable for traditional
instrument making.

ELASTICITY OF WOOD
Wood may be specified using general elasticity theory.

However three assumptionswhichare onlyapproximatedin
reality, are required: woodis homogeneous;woodis perfectly
elasticand woodpossessesthreeperpendicular planesof elastic
symmetry. These principalplanes or directions correspondto
the in-grain(longitudinal),radial and tangentialdirections of
the wood structure.

The mechanical properties of wood are different in the
three principal directions due to its anisotropy. For such an
anisotropic materialstress can be related to strain viaa tensor
or matrix form of Hooke's law viz:

where Tij refer to components ofstress, sij to components of
strain,Eyki are elastic stiffnesses, and Sijki elastic compliances.
These equations are generally written in the contracted
notation Tq = Eqr sr

where q, r = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.
There are 21 possible independentcompliance elements

in a 6 x 6 symmetric compliancematrix,but woodbecause
of its approximatelyortho rhombic symmetry requires only
9: Sn, 522, 533, 544, 555, 566, Sl2, Sl3 and 523- The first three,
Sn, 522, 533, are the compliances (reciprocals of stiffness or
modulus, En, E22, E33) along the principal directions. The
second three, 544, 555 and 566 are the three principal shear

compliances and the mixed terms Si

2,

etc. are Poisson's ratio
terms.

If we consider the plates of a violin as being flat, then,
in the thinshell approximation,onlyfour complianceelements
are needed; Sn, Si

2,

522, and 566. This is because, in this
approximation,the thicknessof theplates is small compared
to theother dimensionsand the frequenciesare low enough
so that wavesperpendicularto theplates will notbe excited [I].

For the case of the curved violin top plates, the length
is parallel to the longitudinaldirection of the tree as for the
flat case. However the depth direction is not coincident with
the tangentialdirection of the wood as it is for theflat case,
and likewise, thewidthdirection will not be coincident with
the radial direction of thewood. Thus, the plane of the top
plate will not generally contain all of the wood's principal
directions. Thisimplies that more thanfour compliancesare
neededandas the local orientationof theplate variesrelative
to thewoodaxesfrom point to point, all nineelements of the
compliancematrix are needed to determine thenormal mode
frequenciesof the plate. Thefact thatmany investigators have
used successful techniques in studying violins while only
having incomplete elastic constant data, i.e. two Young's
moduli, a shear modulus, and aPoisson'sratio, indicates that
the neglected compliancesmay not be necessary [2]. This has
been confirmed in a study by Schumacher [1] which led to
the conclusion that the most important natural compliances
for determining thenormal mode frequenciesare Si

1,

522, and
566-

The frequencies and mode shapes excited in instrument
plates, and hence the subjective tone quality,will be greatly
influenced by these elastic properties of wood. Analyses of
traditional instrument woods have indicated a strong pref-
erencefor certain combinationsof properties, inparticular the
ratio of lateralto longitudinalmodulus (Et/El), and thereare
considerable dataon these properties. The other important
modulus (E66) - a shear modulus about the longitudinaland
transverse direction, is not so well documented due to the
difficulty of its measurement. Another property deemed to
be of importance is the radiation ratio R (the ratio of sound
speedcto densityp ) which is related to the acousticalpower
produced by a driven vibrating plate. The especially high
valuesof R, measuredinthe longitudinaldirection, for cedars
and other top plate woods is particularly noticeable.

ACOUSTIC DAMPING
The vibration damping properties of woods are of

relevance to their use in musical instruments. This damping
results in a loss ofacoustic energyand hence can reduce the
effectiveness of an instrument producingsounds. Dampingor
dampingloss may be characterised by the decay time - the
time required for vibrations to decay - or by the Q of the
material, which may be determined from the bandwidth of
a woodsample's resonance curve. Both measures have been
used in the past to specify vibration damping.

Tj = Ejjki Ski
or sy = Sjjki Tki

Sq — Sqr Tr
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Figure 1.: Frequency vs. RecripocalTemperature showingthe
locations of two dampingmechanisms inwood. Thethreelines
ofeach mechanism correspondto different moisturecontents.
Crossed area indicates region of interest to musical
instruments.

The frequencyrange of interest to musical instruments
is 100Hz to 20000 Hz atroom temperatures. This region is
indicated on the graph of Figure 1 and it can be seen that
itfalls between the maxima of the two dampingmechanisms
indicated. The dampingfrom each mechanism overlaps the
regionbut thedampingfrom thehigh temperaturemechanism
especiallyat high moisture contentsprobably predominates.

TEST METHODS
Specimens of wood of different species were obtained

from several violinand guitar makers.These specimens were
in the form of flat sheets usually quarter cut, i.e. the long
dimensions of the sheet being in the longitudinalor grain
directions, thewidthin theradial direction and the thickness
in the tangentialdirection, and were conditionedin the lab-
oratoryto about 12%moisturecontent. Strips werecut from
the sheets, of approximatesize 300 x 15 x 3 mm, in both
longitudinaland transverse directions. Measurements of elastic
modulusand dampingconstant were made using a vibrating
cantilever method. No measurements were made of the
remaining critical property, shear modulus.

The vibrationtechniqueused is illustratedin Fig. 2. The
wood member was held clamped at its centre between two
knife-edge jaws which were then driven transversely by an
electromechanical vibrator. Animpedancehead, atwo element
piezoelectrictransducer was positionedbetween the clamps
andthevibratorand enabled measurementof theforce F and
acceleration a at the centre of the vibrating element.

In woodthereare several different mechanismsthat may v, . .. , , , _ _ . „ ,,

« na

„„ ,
, . * .. x. j, , .. 5. and thevibratorand enabled measurementof the force F and

cause dampingof acoustic vibrations,for examplemotion oi . , .. .

a

i

ama

„+,

«"

f a '

*;

acceleration aat the centre of the vibrating element,
molecular segments, or of water molecules absorbed within
the wood. Theparticularmechanism involved atany timewill
dependprimarilyon thefrequency ofvibration. At very high
frequencies small motions of atoms will generateheat and .
cause damping.At verylow frequencies(e.g. creeporviscous nut damp
flow) motion oflarge scale molecular sections have a similar
effect. Each mechanism has acharacteristic time constant and wood samP|e — -^^^------^sdampingwillbe at maximum when the frequency of vibration S -^-^ST^" imPedance hea

matches the resonant or characteristic frequency of the I k—J
particular dampingmechanism or thereciprocalof the decay \
time. Anotherimportant factor which affects dampingis the permanent

temperature of the material. At low temperaturesthe material ma9nel type

appearsto freeze andhence its modulus and thecharacteristic exc,ter --»
frequency of each damping mechanism is increased. V. J

Each dampingmechanism is therefore characterised by —combinations of frequency and temperature at which the
& Mechanical Vibration System

damping is maximum. This phenomenoncan be illustrated
graphicallyby lines as shown in Figure 1 determining the
positions(infrequency and temperature)where the maximum
damping of two such mechanisms are located. The higher
temperaturemechanism is considered to be due to large scale The woodmember vibrates as two half cantilevers each
motion of side chains in the lignin molecules [3]. The lower with one end (at the centre) clamped and the other free. A
temperaturemechanism is dueto absorbed water in thewood typicalfrequency response curve produced by the measure-
structure [4]. These dampingmechanisms are located in the ment system which yields the ratio of driving force (F) to

lignin as the cellulosic microfibrils are highly crystalline, acceleration (a), or the mechanical impedance,is shown in Fig.
relatively impermeable to water and have extremely low 3 from which can be seen the resonant frequencies of the
damping. Thus damping of vibrations in the longitudinal cantilever. The assymmetry of the resonances is due to the
directionwhich are mainlysustainedin themicrofibrils ismuch occurrence of two modes of vibration near each resonance
lower than in the transverse direction where the ligninplays -in one mode the centre of the strip movesand the endsremain
a greaterrole -by a factor of 3 for softwoods and slightly less relatively fixed, and in the other mode the centre remains
for hardwoods [4]. The damping due to both of these relativelyfixed and the endsmove. Themodesoccur atslightly
mechanismsis alsoenhanced by the quantityof waterwithin different frequencies due to differencesin theeffective mass
the structure. °f each mode and produce a minimum and a maximum
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respectively in the impedance response. The resonant
frequencies (f) are related to the properties of the wood
specimen by the equation [5]

wherec is the sound speed inthe material being equalto YElp ,
E being the modulus and p the density, k is the radius of
gyrationof thebar cross sectional area andL is the half length
of the member.

Figure 3 Driving Force -^ £ ,
—r f—~.— vs. Frequency of woodAcceleration cantiiever beam<

The elastic modulus of the wood, in the longitudinal
direction and in the transverse direction was obtained from
theresonantfrequenciesof thesewoodstripsusing the above
equation. The response curve of each resonance was then
displayedon an expandedscale and the damping determined
from the lower half-bandwidth of theresonance maximum,
beingaveragedoverthefirst threeresonances. Theestimated
errors involved inthesemeasurements (about 2% for modulus

and 10% for damping) were substantially less than the
observed variability of the woods examined.

RESULTS
The results of the measurements are shown in Table 1.

The top half of the table lists measurements made on
traditionalNorthern hemispherewoods and thebottom half
shows someAustralian woodsthat have been successfully used
in violins and guitars. Inboth sectionsof the table, woods have
been listed in descending values ofradiation factor R.

The parameters listed in the table are those generally
assumed to be critical in a choice of instrument wood e.g.
density,radiationratio R as defined by longitudinalc/p and
dampingdecrement.The dampingconstants obtained in this
studyrelate to the dampingof a flexing cantileverand are a
combination of extensionand shear damping,but are directly
related to the dampingwhich occurs in instruments. Only the
damping constants obtained from the longitudinalstrips are
shown, thoseof the correspondingtransversestrips being 1 .5
to 3 times greater. It is worthnoting that the measurements
of modulusand damping weremade in therange 100 Hz to
5 kHz at frequencies of relevance to musical instruments
which is rather critical in view of the frequency (and tem-
perature) dependenceofmodulus and dampingnotedearlier.

The values listed in the table indicate a substantial range
ofwood propertieswithineach species - severalsampleswere
chosen fromdifferent parts of the woodsheet and from several
samplesof the same species, and this is reflected in thespread
of values. The set of measurements on traditional woods is
in general agreement with those published earlier [6]. The
Australian woodsusedby local instrument makersshow some
striking similarities between theirproperties and those of the
traditional woods. For exampleKing William Pine, Queens-
land Kauri, Huon Pine, and New Guinea Rosewood are
similar in listed properties to those of the traditionalguitar
and violin topplatewoods, and Tasmanian Myrtle andTulip
Satinwood maybe comparedwith Europeanmapleas a back
plate wood.

f = (1.1942, 2.9882 , 52, 7 2 )
8E

TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF RESULTS
Wood Density

kg/m3
Radiation Ratio

R(c/p)
Modulus Ratio

Et/El
Logarithmic Damping

Decrement x IO2

(longitudinal) (longitudinal)

Western Red Cedar 305-380 14.4-16.4 0.04-0.09 2.1-4.4
Sitka Pine 405-475 11.5-14.0 03.06 2.7-4.6
California Redwood 390-400 10.8 0.27-0.35 2.5-3.1
Norway Spruce
European Maple

450-490
570-670

8.7-11.0
6.0-7.0

.08.14

.18-.24
2.7-4.4
3.2-4.2

King William Pine 320-350 12.7 .02-.03 2.9-4.2
Queensland Kauri
Huon Pine

385-415
450-500

9.3-12.7
8.2-8.5

.05.08

.04.05
2.5-3.5
3.5-3.7

New Guinea Rosewood 530-620 7.7-10.3 .08.09 2.3-2.9
Tasmanian Myrtle 635-665 7.4 .11,12 3.5-6.7
Tulip Satinwood 620-700 6.6 J5-.20 4.7-5.2
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The botanic nomenclature of the Australian woods are:
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Viscoelastic properties of nylon guitar strings*
Antoine Chaigne
Signal Department TELECOM Paris, 46 meBarrault, F-75634 Paris CEDEX 13, France

ABSTRACT
Viscoelastic parameters are measuredfor various com-

merciallyavailable nylonguitarstrings. First, the usual tension-
elongationdiagramis obtained using an appropriatestretching
machine. The dynamic elasticity at nominal tension for 54
strings is then derivedfrom the tension/elongationcurves by
plotting small hysteresis cycles in thevicinity of the nominal
point. A viscoelastometer was used for the measurement of
the Young's modulus realpart and loss tangentvs. frequency
for 23 selected strings. Measurements werecarried out over
the frequency range 5 to 400 Hz on string samples of
approximately 30 mm(3 cm) length brought up to nominal
tension. Bothparts of these experimentswereconducted under
constant temperatureandrelative humidity.Some important
features and results of polyamideand polymer physics are
briefly reviewed in order to highlight the experimental
procedureas well as the results obtained. It is shownhow the
viscoelastic behavior of the materials at temperatures and
frequencies of interest for the guitar player significantly
influences some musicallyrelevant aspectsof the instrument.

1. INTRODUCTION
The first nylon fiber, or synthetic polyamide, was made

in the early 1930s by theDv Pont de Nemours Company.
This polymer was then increasingly selectedfor commercial
use, especially in the case of guitar strings. One can find in
the literature a large numberofreferences dealingwith both
thephysical and the elasticproperties of these polymers [I].
However, thereare onlya few paperswithprimary emphasis
on musical applicationsof such materials.There isalso a lack
of data about the viscoelastic parametersof nylonstrings in
the field of musical acoustics, despite the importanceof this
materialin playing situations. In section 2. there ispresented
abrief survey of thegeneralpropertiesofpolymerswithfocus
on polyamides, since these properties are related to the
measurementprocedureand the experimentalresults obtained
for guitar strings. Measurementsof elasticity carried out on
54 strings from ninecommercially available sets currently used
by professionalguitarists are describedin section 3. From those
54 strings there were then23 strings selectedfor measurements
of the variations of elasticityX and loss factor as a function
of frequency. These experiments are described in section 4.
Also included in section 4. is a comparison of the values
obtained for the loss factors with the results of a previous
investigation on the subjective evaluation of brightness for
the same strings [2].

2. PROPERTIES OF NYLON AND ITS USE
IN GUITAR STRINGS

The nylons are describedby a numbering system which
indicates the numberofcarbon atoms in themonomer chains.
Ammoacid polymers are designatedby asingle number, such
as nylon6 for polycaprolactame,nylon 1 1 or 12. Nylonsfrom
diamines and dibasic acids are designatedby two numbers,

thefirst representing the diamine and the second the dibasic
acid, such as nylon 6-6 for the polymer of hexamethylene-
diamine and adipic acid, and nylon 6-10 for that of hexa-
methylenediamine and sebacic acid. Of greatestcommercial
importanceare nylon 6, 6-6, 6-10, 11 and 12 [3].

It is difficult toknow with absolute certaintywhat type
ofnylonis selectedby string manufacturers,but there is high
probability that theyuse one of the typesmentioned above.
The problembecomes rathercomplicatedwhenoneconsiders
that somemanufacturers utilizeseveral typesof nylonfor one
givenguitarstring set. Forexample, theFrench manufacturer
SAVAREZ selects nylon6-6 for the core of themetal over-
wrapped D

3,

A 2and E2 strings, but monofile of nylon 6-10
or 6-12 for the Gs, B3 and E4 strings [4]. Nylon6 was also used
for a long time by several string manufacturers, but this
material suffersfrom an obvious lackof brightness so that very
few strings made with this material are still available on the
market [s].

Nylons belong to the semi-crystallineclass of polymers.
Thus, their structures are partially crystalline and partially
amorphous, with most of the viscoelastic properties of the
material dependingon thecrystallinity ratio. Typicalvalues
of the crystallinity ratios for the typesof nylon of interesthere
are within the range 30% to 50%. This ratio incrases by
drawing the fibers under given thermal conditions [6]. The
Young's modulusincreases with thedegreeof drawingwhereas
the loss factor decreasesbecause thepolymer chains align in
the direction of the applied stress. These properties must be
taken into account since most guitarstrings are made ofnylon
fibers stretchedin the manufacturing process by a significant
percentageof theiroriginallength[4]. The physicalproperties
of polymers depend drastically upon thehumidity as well as
the temperature and frequency [B].

For the guitarist, the selection of strings is a matter of
greatimportance. However, very little technical information
is provided by the manufacturer and distributors. Further-
more, mean values of parameters such as Young's modulus
or density thatone canfind in technicalspecificationsare only
of little value in determiningthe musical characteristics of a
string. The primary reason for this follows from thefact that
the behaviorof a polymeralways dependsupon the history
of all the thermal as well as mechanical processes to which
it is subjected during the manufacturingprocess. The desig-
nations "hard tension"or "soft tension" written on the package
of most sets,for example,are not standard[2]. For thepurpose
of this present study, attempt was made to get some infor-
mationfrom the specificationsprovideby some manufacturers
including Dv Pont de Nemours (Zytel),BASF (Ultramid)or
Rhone-Poulenc (Technyl), but the results of these investi-
gations wererather disappointing. According to these spec-
ifications theYoung'smodulusmeanvaluesfor thesespecific
fibers measuredunder standardconditions are within therange
1.5to 3.0 GPa. This givesonlyarough estimateof the values
ofYoung's modulus that canbe expectedin the case of guitar
strings.

* Presented at The CAS International Symposium on Musical Acoustics, Mittenwald, August 1989.
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This work is aimed at providingsome experimental vis-
coelastic data for nylon guitar strings, with experimental
conditions as close as possible to the real conditions of use
of the strings on an instrument. This work is limited to the
investigationof the elasticityX (N/m) and loss factor 5. It is
assumed that the viscoelastic behavior of the nylonstrings is
adequatelydescribed by the dependenceof these two para-
meters on frequency at a constant temperature.

3. ELASTICITY OF NYLON GUITAR STRINGS
All experimentsdescribedbelow werecarriedout on new

strings justafter their removal from the package. The tests
were conducted with thehelpof a stretching machine in the
Ecole d'Application dcs Hauts Polymeres (High Polymers
Application School) at the Louis Pasteur University of
Strasbourg. During all of the experiments, the temperature
of the room was regulated at 25°Cwithin I°C. The relative
humidity was maintained at 50%. The string was fixed with
jawsat both ends and slowly brought up to nominal tension
Tn (N) in order to avoid stress discontinuities. The order of
magnitude for the stretching rate was 25 N/min. The
tension/elongation curve was automatically recorded on a
plotter (Fig. 1). For convenience, the initial lengthL 0of the
string was about 50 cm, which is somewhat less than the
nominal length L n (Ln = 65 cm for ordinary guitars). At
nominal tension thatfinal length is L and theelongationAL
is given byAL = L - LO. The value of Tn is deducedfrom
the classical formula, assuming that the fundamental
frequency of the transverse vibration fi (Hz) is known. This
yields [11]:

where Ps is the density and$ s the diameter of the string. As
aguitaristusuallyproceeds, the tension wasreadjusted every
15 mm at thebeginning of the experiments because of the
creep. The string was then left to relax for 24 h (or 48 h in
somecases). Further experimentswerecarried out onlyif, after
the relaxation period, the measured tension T was equal to
Tn within 10%. Finally, thevibration of the string due to
very lightplucking wasrecorded with the helpofamicrophone
in order to obtain thefundamental frequency. If therelative
frequency shift was less than about 3% per hour, this shift
was neglected and further experiments were conducted.

If the behavior of the string is stable at length L and
tension T roughly equal to the nominal values Ln and Tn, a
small hysteresis cycle (loop) is drawn in the vicinity of the
nominal point (Fig. 1)by meansofa slowvariation of tension
ofnearly ±5%. Thus, the slopeof this dynamic cycle yields
the elasticity X = AT/AL. This quantity is then multiplied
by the length L, which gives:

where S is the cross sectional area. The reason for defining
ES will appearlaterin the discussion. Values of this parameter
for the 54 strings under investigationare given in Table 1.
For the upper three strings (monofiles),ES has to be divided
by Sin order to obtain theYoung's modulus E (N/m2 ). The
determination of the Young's modulus is more difficult for
the three lower overwrapped strings. Strictly speaking, one
should measure the diameterof thecore since thispart of the
string supportsentirely the external stress. Because this last

Table 1.Elasticity ES (in kN) and nominal tension Tn
(in N) of various guitar strings

E(lst) B(2nd)

G

(3rd) D (4th) A(sth) E (6th)Strings

f1 (Hz) 330 247 196 147 110 83

String
Description

Araniuez

Silver ES

2.8 3.0 4.2 2.9 2.6 2.9
(ARA) Tn 83 60 58 89 85 73

Concertisteforte ES

3.5 3.1 4.0 3.67 3.3 4.0
(GOF) Tn 81 61 59 79 71 69

CathedralC

287

ES

3.5 4.7 5.0 5.2 5.5 7.0
(CAT) Tn 92 74 73 69 78 77

measurementis noteasy andraises questionsconcerning the
numberof fibers inthe core and the degreeof twisting, itseems
reasonable to introduce the definition of an "equivalent"
modulus obtained by dividingES by the mean cross section
of the string. One must admit that this definition providesonly
a rough estimate of the elasticityof compound strings, since
gaps always exist in the regions between the turns of the
wrapping.

Therefore,

the cross section cannot be considered
as strictly constant. Despite these severe restrictions, and
because there is no evidence for a better solution, it was
decided to assume this definition of an "equivalent"Young's
modulusfor the three loweroverwrappedguitar strings. The
strings under investigationwere selectedon thebasis of the
following criteria:
- Four of the 9 selected sets (AUG, ARA, SCS and DAD)
are very popular and widely used by guitarists of various
aesthetic spheres. (See Table 1 for the meaning of these
abbreviations.)
- Three sets would likely exhibit musical as well as physical
features which are significantly different from the others
(CAT, SAR and OME).
- The two last sets (COF and JUS), which are currently
available on the French market, do not fit into one of the
foregoing categories. We took advantageof thefact that the
French manufacturer "Concertiste"provided us with many
of thesesetsfor carrying out several comparativeexperiments.
- Last, but not least, all of these sets had already been used
by the author for an anonymous subjective evaluation
conducted some timeago with 57 professional musicians [2].

Preliminaryresults concerningelasticity are listedinTable
1. It can beseen that the valuesof ES are significantlygreater
for the two sets CAT and OME. The musicians who have
tried to play with these sets usuallysay that it is difficult to
play with these "stiff strings, or complain about the "high
tension." The same comments apply more or less to the sets
SCS and COF. Finally, the values of ES for thefour last sets
(AUG, JUS, ARA and DAD) are lower than for the others

T„-»P,*,2flV (1)

ES = XL =AT L/AL (in N) (2)

Augustine blue

ES

3.0 3.0 4.0 3.3 2.9 2.6
(AUG) Tn 82 58 58 82 77 70

Justine

forte

ES

2.8 2.9 4.0 3.0 3.2 3.0
(JUS) Tn 84 57 55 76 68 66

Omega"classic" 4242

ES

3.3 5.0 4.43 3.7 3.4 3.3
(OME) Tn 83 60 57 96 84 67

Savarez

"Rouge"

ES

3.5 3.6 4.2 3.3 3.1 3.1
(SAR) Tn 77 59 57 74 64 65

Savarez

"cristal soliste"

ES

3.6 3.65 4.16 3.65 3.2 3.1
(SCS) Tn 82 58 58 89 79 74

D'Addario "Pro Arte"

ES

2.9 3.6 3.8 2.8 3.1 2.9
(DAD) Tn 81 62 58 80 80 73
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Figure 1.Tension vs. Elongationfor the AUG G-string.
Left: Complete diagram.
Right: Small hysteresis cycle in the vicinityofnominal tension.
The slopeof this cycle provides the dynamic elasticity listed
in Table I.

Figure 2. Young'sModulus vs. Tension of theAUG G-string
O - Data from longitudinal vibration
* - Data from slope of hysteresis cycle

and are close to 3 kN. One can supposefrom this information
that these strings might be made with the same material.

After measuringES in thevicinityof the nominal point,
the tension is slowly reduced so as to obtain the descending
part of the tension/elongation curve [Fig. I]. During these
experiments, ES is periodically measured by means of
elementary cycles as described above. It was observed that
this procedure yieldsvalues for ES which arevery similar to
those obtained through directmeasurements of the slopeof
the descendingcurve at the tension where the smallcycle is
drawn. We didn'tfind any theoretical explanationfor these
observations. In the case of monofiles, the fundamental
frequency of the longitudinal vibration was measured by
setting the string in vibration with the help of some cotton
wool impregnatedwith ether.One can notice in Fig. 2 a good
agreement between the Young's modulus values deducedfrom
measurementsof ES and those deductedfrom measurements
of the fundamental frequency of the longitudinalvibration
fL [9]. It can be seen that the slopeof thecurve E vs. T tends
to decrease significantly as the tension reaches its nominal
value. Thus, the longitudinal frequency remains almost
constant in this region of the curve. On theother hand, fL
varies morerapidly as the tensionapproacheszero. This is in
agreementwith current observationson nylonguitar strings.

4. INTERNAL LOSSES AND COMPARISON WITH
STRING BRIGHTNESS
4.1 Review of generalproperties of nylon fibers

Four major absorption mechanisms exist in nylonfibers
[7]. These mechanisms can be described in anelegant manner
using the temperature-frequencyequivalence(WLF principle)
given by Ferry [12]. This principlesays that thereis an inter-
related dependenceupon frequency and temperature of the
behavior of viscoelastic materials subjected to a periodically
varying stress. In practice, it is not possible for technical
reasons to measure the viscoelastic propertiesofany polymer
over a wide range of frequencies with a singleapparatus [6].
Most experimentersuse hybridmethods where the measure-
ments are carried out over relatively small and carefully
selected temperature and frequency ranges. Then, all

measurements are collected on a single "master" curve by
meansof the WLF principle. The four mechanisms are easily
shown on a constant frequency master curve like the one
plotted in Fig. 3 illustratingtheresults obtainedby Leung et
al. for dry nylon 6-6 [13]. This master curvewas obtainedwith
a reference frequency of 1 Hz. The ratio between the
imaginarypart E " and thereal part E 'of the complexdynamic
modulus E* is the loss tangent tan5, so that [7]:

All of these quantities usuallydependon frequency.For the
fibers of interest here, tans lies within the range 10"1 to 10"3 .
Thus it is reasonable to make no distinction between the loss
tangent and the corresponding angle 5 (in radians). For the
same reasons, it will be made no distinction between the
modulus E of E* and its real part E.

Each peak of the curve tan6 = f(0), where 0 is the
temperature, corresponds to one particular absorption
mechanism.The first absorptiony takesplace atabout -1 35°C
and is due to the movements of the -CH2 chains. The
absorption /3, at about -60°C, is due to the rotation of
amorphous chain molecules. The most important is the
absorption aat 9g = + 75°Cdue to the dislocations of the
strained amorphous segments, where 8g is called therubber-
glass transitiontemperature.This temperaturedecreases with
increasing humidity, which in turn leads to a significant
increase for the loss factor [8 J. Conversely, 9

g

increases with
the drawingratio, whereas 6 decreases [6]. The meltingpoint
of the crystallinechains is 260°C, and can be seenas the fourth
absorption. This last peak is not represented in Fig. 3. At
ambienttemperature(say 25° C), andfor avibration frequency
of 1 Hz, the domain of interest lies between the a and the
(3 peaks where 8 is neara minimum and is slowlyvaryingwith
the temperature. This minimum decreases significantly with
an increasing crystallinityratio [6].

If a curve of tan5 = f(6) is desiredat f = 10 Hz instead
of f0 = 1 Hz, it can be obtained by translating the curve in
Fig. 3by a negative quantityA0= 0 - 80. In fact, if the
temperature of the viscoelastic material is reduced, it causes
a reduction in the molecular mobility so that the material

70l ' | |
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60" *// /50 // /T // " I
30 / / 58 I
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Figure 3. Temperaturedependenceof the loss factor for dry
isotropic nylon 6-6 at 1 Hz (after Leung et al. [13])

Figure 4. Typicalfrequencydependenceof theloss factor for
dry isotropic nylon 6-6 at 25° C.

stiffens correspondingtoits behavior athighfrequencieswhen
theperiodof stress is so small that the material doesnothave
time to completely relax. Conversely, if the temperature
increasesthe material becomes moreelastic which is equivalent
to its response at low frequencies when the period of stress
is longenough so that the molecules have time to coil and
uncoil. Ferry proposed the definition of a shift factor ac =
f/f0 indicating the magnitude of the translation A6of the
master curve at a reference frequency f0 required in order to
predict thebehavior of thepolymerat frequency f. Fornylon
fibers of interesthere, a decrease of the temperature by an
amount of about 10°Cis equivalentto a positive translation
of one decade in frequency (see Ferry [12], Prevorsek [8] or
Leung et al. [13] for nylon6 and 6-6, and Perepechko [7] for
nylon 6-10 and 6-12). The WLF equivalence principle was
applied to the available data for dry nylon 6-6 in order to

obtain the typicalmaster curve plotted inFig. 4 representing
the variation of the loss factor with frequency at ambient
temperature (25°C). For guitar strings, the frequency range
of interest is extended overabout two decadesbetween 100
and 10000 Hz. It can be seen on Fig. 4 that tans can be
roughly considered as a constant within ±20% in this
particularrange. The experimentalresults described in the next

section will confirm this typicalbehavior. Furthermore,one
can observe that the slopeof the curve can be eitherpositive
or negative,dependingon thepositionof the actualfrequency
with respect to the a or the (3 peak.

4.2 Experimental procedure and results
Because preliminary results concerning elasticity have

shown similar behavior for several of the 54 strings under
study, it was decided to select only 23 strings for the
subsequent parts of the investigation. In addition, since the
G-stringsare likely to be of greatestconcern to guitar players,
thesestrings weremorecarefully investigated. Measurements
of the loss factor 6 and of the dynamicYoung's modulus were
carried out with thehelpof a Metravib viscoanalyserat the
Institut National dcs Sciences Applique'es ofLyon (France).
Small samples of strings of about 30 mm (3 cm) were used
for these experiments, so as to reduce the influence of the
vibrations of the apparatus that can be observed as the ex-
citation frequency increases. The lengthof the sample is such
that no resonance and no standingwavepattern is generated
init. Thus, all portionsof the sampleexhibit similardynamic
tension and elongationat a given time. Some preliminary
experimentsconductedat lowfrequency haveshown that the
measurementsof the viscoelastic parameters werenot affected
by this reduction of length, as could be expected for linear
viscoelastic solids. The sample is sinusoidallyexcited at its top
end by a shaker. The elongationat the top is measured by

means of an accelerometer. A force transducermeasures the
dynamic tension at the bottom. The Young's modulus and
loss tangent of the material are calculated from the
measurements and from the geometricaldata of the sample.
The frequencyrange underexamination is limited to about
1000 Hz, due to parasitic vibrations of the body. For fre-
quencies higher than this limiting value, transverse
components of the vibrations of the samplebecomemoreand
more important,which leads to an incorrectestimate of the
loss factor. Asin thepreviousmeasurementsof elasticity, the
temperatureof the samplewas maintained t 25°C. Similarly,
therelative humidity was maintained at about 50%. Twelve
longitudinal excitation frequencies equally spaced on a
logarithmicscale were selected within the range 5 - 400 Hz.
For the SAR and AUG strings, the frequency range was
extended to 1 Hz. Before testing the strings under varying
frequency, the samples were prestressed at nominal tension
and stabilized as in theprocedure described in section 3. The
amplitudeof the sinusoidal dynamic tension was 0.4 N. The
meanvalue of the elongationwas about 3 mm.The loss angle
is derived from measurements of thephase between tension
and elongation.Because we had to deal with low values of
6, usually smaller than 2°, the results of the measurements
exhibit significant dispersion. Therefore it is not possible to
presentwithclearevidence a lawofvariation of the loss factor
with frequency for each string. The results of the measure-
ments arepresentedin Tables 2 and 3 in theform of statistical
parameters such as mean value and standard deviation. A
power regression of the form 5= A 0fAi is made providing
the slope Ai and the intercept A oof the corresponding line
on a logarithmic scale. One can observe that Ai lies within
the range -0.2 to +0.5. These relatively small variations of
the loss factors with frequency in the case of guitar strings
confirms the conclusions based on the general features of
nylons illustratedby thetypicalcurveof Fig. 4. Thefrequency
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Thetests conducted show in addition that thevariations
of E' versus frequency are less pronouncedthan for the loss
factor. Themean values obtainedfor these quantitiesare not
givenhere, since theyare not significantlydifferentfrom those
obtained atvery low frequencyand listed inTable 1. However,
since these data are obtained with better accuracy than the
loss factors, we used themto validate the WLF equivalence
principle.For thatpurpose, the viscoelastic parametersfor the
ARA D-string (or 4th) were measured over two decades at
two different temperatures(13°Cand 25°C). Itwas found that
the values obtainedfor E' at 13°Cwere nearly the same as
at 25°Cwith a frequency translation of about +1.5 decade.
Due to the lack of time, no otherexperimentswereconducted
at the lower temperature on the other strings.

Further, we took advantage of the relatively high and
accurate values obtained for the CAT G-string for
investigating thevariation of the lossfactor vs. time. For this
string, Fig. 5 illustrates the comparison between the results
of the measurementsobtainedfor the loss factor immediately
after initial stretching (CAT I), and 24 hours later (CAT II).
Because of creep, the apparentloss factor is significantlyhigher
in the first situation. This might be a confirmation of the
observation made by guitarplayers that new monofilestrings
mounted on the instrument sound rather "dull" in the
beginning and becomemore "brilliant" after a few days. At
this stage, it is interestingto point out towhat extent the values
obtained for the loss factors might provide relevant
information in termsofmusical timbre. There is no doubt that
the internal damping of strings with relative high values of
the loss factorwillbe importantand lead in turnto relatively
small values of decay times. For examining the dependence
ofdecay times on frequency, one can refer to the well-known
equationfor the transverse displacementof thestiff string [1 1],
using the notations defined in thepreviousparts of thepaper:

D
&!_ E »AL3!Z! „."£*£ (4)

Ps dp ~ * L„ 9x2

"

* 8 3x4
In this equationit is justifiedto writecomplex quantitiessuch
as E* for the modulus, or y* for the transverse displacement,

Figure 5. Frequency dependenceof the loss factors for some
commercially available guitar G-strings.
(O) CAT (I); (■) CAT (II); (")

SAR;

(►) AUG.

Figure 6. Frequencyof the loss factors for somecommercially
available overwrapped strings.
(■) CAT E (6th) (I); (►) CAT E (6th) (II); ( ") AUG D (4th);
(O) AUG E (6th).

Table 2. Loss factors of various G (3rd) guitar strings

String Mean

Standard

Intercept Slope
Description Value Deviation

103 <5> IQ3 a 103 a0Ai

CAT

(I) 69.4 1.7 65.0 0.016

CAT

(II) 35.3 1.15 26.6 0.07

SAR

19.1 1.6 13.2 0.101

COF

16.8 2.3 6.0 6.248

OME

16.6 2.43 5.6 0.238

SCS

15.6 2.8 5.9 0.253

AUG

14.8 2.3 9.5 0.105

DAD 12.7 1.2 9.8 0.05

JUS

12.6 1.67 6.0 0.191
ARA 11.9 1.4 6.7 0.110

OAT

(i): Measurements immediately

after

stretching
at nominal tension.

CAT

(II): Measurements

after

stretching 34 hours.

lependenceof the loss factor for some selectedstrings can be
;een in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.

Table 3. Loss factors of various overwrapped guitar
strings

String Mean

Standard

Intercept Slope
Description Value Deviation

103 <g> 103 a 103 A0 A]

CAT

E(6th)(I) 23.9 1.86 11.6 0.185

CAT

E (6th) (II) 21.9 2.90 8.50 0.243

OME

E(6th) 22.7 4.3 3.35 0.467

OME

D(4th) 15.3 2.4 2.5 0.428

SCS

D(4th) 15.8 1.87 6.2 0.257

DAD E(6th) 15.1 2.59 3.4 0.351
DAD A (sth) 13.8 1.58 4.4 0.287

JUS

E(6th) 10.2 1.55 1.95 0.417

AUG

E(6th) 9.4 0.52 11.3 -0.066

AUG

D(4th) 9.35 1.17 14.6 -0.182
ARA D(4th)2s°C 8.9 0.63 11.5 -0.120

ARA D (4th) 130

C

6.3 2.96 _ _

CAT

(I): Measurements immediately after stretching
at nominal tension.

OAT

(II): Measurements

after

stretching 24 hours.

O.i

<A>

0,01

0.00I-L
1 10 100

Frequency (Hz) ■ "—
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because we assume the propagationof a sinusoidal wave of
the form y* = Y0 exp [-at] exp jM - kx]. In this last
expression,ais thedampingfactor (or the inverse of the decay
timer), and k is the wave number. Replacing now E* and
y* in Eg. (4) and assuming further that a<oj, it is a straight-
forward task to demonstratethat in the low-frequencyrange
we have:

This lastformula, whichremains validas longas the first term
of theright member inEg. (4) is ofprime importance,has been
given by Fletcher [10]. However as frequency increases, one
can expect that the viscoelasticbending momentbecomes the
maincause of losses in thematerial. In thiscase, one can easily
demonstrate that the damping factor becomes:

Eg. (6) shows that the dampingfactor increases rapidlywith
frequencyin the upperfrequencyrange. Because this damping
affects primarily the upperpartials of thefree vibration, the
correspondingsound will be likely to exhibit a lack of bright-
ness irrespective of the instrument on which the strings are
mounted. The measured values of tans were then compared
with the subjective evaluation of brightness made by pro-
fessional guitarists who used the same strings on their
instruments. The generalprocedureof the subjective tests as
well as the results of theevaluation have beenreported in a
previous paper [2]. In those tests, the strings were given to
theplayerswithout the usual package, so that theycould not
recognizethebrand. Furthermore, the musicians were invited
to play for about two weeks with each set in order to have
enough time to formulate an opinion. The subjective scale
proposedto the musicians for thebrightness BR liesbetween
zero (dull) and 2 (very bright). Fig. 7 shows the dependence
of BR for the upper threemonofile strings on the 6-value of
the G-string,assuming that the three strings are made of the
samematerial. Each point in Fig. 7 corresponds to one given
brand. Because of its very low BR-value (0.21) due to a high
value of tan6(3.53 10"2), which would have led to a very
distorted plot,values for the CAT G-stringare notrepresented
on this Figure. It can be seen that there is a significant
correlation between these two series of results showing that
BR decreases as the loss factor increases. Analogous con-
clusions can be drawnfrom Fig. 8 showing theresults obtained
for overwrapped strings (here, too, without measurements
pointsfor the CAT-strings), but in this case more explanation
is needed. As one can see, the slopeof theBR-variation vs.
6 is smaller for overwrappedstrings thanfor monofiles. This
is not surprising if one considers that the bass strings are
compound strings madeof at least two materials. The results
presented here show that thenyloncoreplays a definite role
in the damping. But on the other hand, the 6-values obtained
for these strings (between 0.8 IO"2 and 2.5 IO"2) are smaller
than for the monofiles (between 1.1 IO"2 and 3.5 IO"2), and
the 6-range is also reduced. This confirms the fact that the
metallic wrappingalsoplays arole inthe dampingfor several
reasons that arebeyond thescope of thepresent inquiries.Let
us note first, following Fletcher [10], that the damping due
to the viscosity of the air depends both on the density and
the radius of the string. It is rather obvious that these two
features concern mostly the overwrappedstrings of the guitar,

Figure 7. Subjectivebrightness vs. loss factor forG-strings in
Table 2. The dashed lines show the standarddeviation of <5,

Figure 8. Subjectivebrightness vs. loss factor for overwrapped
strings in Table 3. The dashed lines show the standard
deviationof 6.

since the monofiles have more or less the same radius and
density.

Second,

Hanson investigatedthebehaviorof wound
guitar strings in considerable detail [14], and concluded that
foreign matterbetween the turns was probably the main cause
of "deadness," the term "dead" referring mainly to a lack of
brightness.

5. CONCLUSION
Consideration of the measured values of the viscoelastic

constants ofsome commercially availablenylon guitarstrings
highlights the influence of the material upon their use in a
musical context.Throughour measurementsit was found that
though some viscoelastic properties of strings can be easily
deduced from the general properties of the polymer, other
relevant features require more careful investigationclosely
related to the playing conditions of the strings on the
instrument.Results concerningboth elasticity andloss factors
show significantdifferences between the sets, andbetween the
strings of the same set. This leads in turn to significant
differences either in feel or in brightness, especiallyfor the
three upper monofile strings.

a = tanBco/2 . (5)

a = tanB co3 (ES) ps S 2 /4 % Tn
2. (6)

1,61,4
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Because of the relativelyslow variations of the viscoelastic
parameters with frequency, it is possible to define an
"equivalentloss factor," which is constant and equalto the
mean value of tanS over the range of measurements and
extrapolate it to the range of interest for plucked string
vibrations,say between 100and 10000Hz. Close examination
of Eg. (6) shows that even if the variations of tan6with
frequency are taken into account, onecan expect that these
variations willbe "masked" by the strong dependenceof this
term with a; 3. At this point, our feeling is that it is this strong
dependencedue to lossy bending stiffness which is responsible
for the strongvibrations of decay timeswithfrequency in the
upper frequency range, and not the variations of tanS with
frequency. Pilot experiments made by theauthor some time
ago tends to show that, for the partials of range n > 10 to
15, ais roughly proportional tow3 [15], and that the mean

value oftan6providesaright order ofmagnitudefor the decay
times. These preliminaryresults have nowto be confirmed
by accurate measurements of the frequency-dependent
damping.
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Measuring the string angle on a violin

Ake Ekwall
Hantverkargatan 9 S-777 00 SMEDJEBACKEN, Sweden

Max Hacklinger [1] has mentioned that the use of old-
fashioned tuners for theE-string canresult in a largerstring
angle because the string is attached high relative to the
tailpiece.While his reasoning inthis case may notbe correct—
because the direction of the string is not the same as the
component in the parallelogram of forces (see Figure I)—it
is one example of the considerable speculation about the
importance of string angles. Nevertheless, Ihave been unable
to find a description of how the angle should be measured.

Figure 1.:Violinwith tuner showingstring angle.The dotted
line is the component force in the parallelogramof forces

Figure 2.: Measuring device A. The device is made of white
lacqueredmasonite, 3mm thick. The pointer is made of hard
wood. The dial is drawn as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 3.: Measuring device B. The lower edge at the right
is adjustable for violins of different lengths. The tip is to be
inserted between the two parts of the tailgut and placed on
the saddle. The dial is drawn as shown in Figure 5.

Aftersome experiments,I found that I had to make two
different measuring instruments, A and B (Figures 2 and 3).
It was necessary to divide the string angle at the bridge and
measure it in two stages,first with instrumentA and then with
B. The procedure is as follows:

Take the instrumentA and holdits left edge against the
nut at the top of the fingerboard.Hold theright edge at the
upper edge of thebridge. Press the lower end of the pointer
against the back (facing the tailpiece)of the bridge and read
the angle on the dial.

Next usethe instrumentB. Put the leftedgeon the upper
edgeof thebridge andtheright end on thetailpiecenut.Press
the lower end of the pointeragainst theback of the bridge.
Read the angle on the dial.

Add the two values. For instance:

The measuring device allows the possibilityof studying
howthebridge divides the string angle.A widelyheld opinion
is that the bridge divides the string angle into two
approximatelyequal parts. The angle of an ordinary bridge
is usuallyabout4 degrees,and half of that is two degrees. To
get the value for the bridge middle, we have to reduce the
first angle by two degrees and compare the figure with half
of the whole string angle. In the exampleabove we get:

This makes the deviation 1 degree.
Measuring 20 good violinsby different makers, I found

that the middle of thebridge did not coincide with half the
string angle. The deviation was from 1 - 3 degrees.
REFERENCES
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Figure 4.: Dial for measuring instrumentA. Using aradius
of 229.3 mm, you will have an easily drawn dial where 1
degree equals 4mm.

8085 7590

mil
Figure 5.: Dial for the measuring instrument B.

81.7 + 75.6 = 157.3

81.7 - 2 = 79.7
157.3 / 2 = 78.7
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On the shape of the violin*
A.J. Owen
Holzwiesenweg 14, 8400 Regensburg-Grass, Germany

Thepurpose of this noteis to present someresults on the
elastic properties of spruce, and then to show that there is a
relationship between the stiffness anisotropyof this material
and the traditional shape of the violin body.

A violin generatessound largelyby bendingvibrations
of the top andback plates. The velocity(v) of elastic bending
waves of frequency f in a plateof thickness h, density q and
bending stiffness C is given by the following expression [1]:

This expressionstates inter alia thatv is proportionalto
the fourth-root of the stiffness. For a wooden plate, the
stiffness depends on the direction to the grain (i.e. wood is
anisotropic). It follows thatv is also directionallydependent.

In this work, the stiffness anisotropy of a flat, quarter,
cut sheet of Bavarian spruce(thickness 1 mm)was determined
experimentally,inorder to obtain the dependenceofbending
velocity on direction.The followingprocedurewas adopted:
This strips were cut out of the sheet at angles0 of0, 45 and
90° to the graindirection, and the extensional (Young's)moduli
E(0) of these strips determined by non-resonant dynamic
mechanical testing at a frequency of 5 Hz [2]. The shear
modulusG in theplane of the sheet was also measured.The
values ofE(0), E(45), E(90) and G obtained are listed below:
E(0) = 7.02; E(45) = 0.98;E(90) = 0.36; G = 0.68 (in GPa)

Thefourmoduliprovide the four independentcompliance
constants Sy of the (approximately)orthotropic sheet [3]:
Sn = 1/E(0);522= 1/E(90);Sn+ 522+ (2Su + 566)S66) = 4/E(45)
and 566 = 1/G (2)

Inversion of the compliancematrix gives the components
of the stiffness matrix (for details, see ref.4), where
Cn= 522/X; C22= Sn/X; Cn= — Sl2/X and Gs6= 1/566
with X = (511522 - Sn2) (3)

The stiffness componentscalculated from equations 2 and
3 are

The stiffness at any angle 9 to the grain direction in the
plane of the sheet is obtained using the following tensor
transformation expression[4, p.s]:

The fourth-root of the stiffness C(0)1/4 is shown plotted
right as a polar diagram.Figure 1 also gives thevariation in
bending wave velocity as a function of the direction 0.

The wave velocity along the grain is twice that at right
anglesto it, and intermediate in other directions. The curve
shows two "lobes"and a"waist," whichare due to thefourth-
order nature of the transformation equation (equation 4)
combinedwith the actual stiffness values for spruce.

If a uniformly thin plate of spruce were made with the
same geometricalshapeandgrain direction as in Figure 1, then
the time taken for a bending wave to travel from the mid-
pointof theplate to therim wouldbe the same in alldirections
0. Aring mode[5] wouldoccur at theresonant frequency for

Figure 1. Spruce. Fourth root of stiffness polar plot.

standing waves. The plate has the special property that all
chords through its mid-point are equivalentfrom the point
of viewof bendingwaves. Itseems reasonableto suggestthat
this property could be significant for a violin plate to have
optimum acoustical quality. A rigorous justificationof this
suggestion will not be attempted here.

The polar figure shows considerable similarity with the
form of aviolinplate, substantiatingat least qualitativelythe
discussion of thepreviousparagraph. However, areal violin
plate has a largeraspect ratio (length alongthe grain divided
by the width at the waist) than the figure (approx. 3:1 not
2:1). The arching built into a top plate and the bass-bar,
however, both increase theeffective longitudinalstiffness of
thewood over and above the value for a flat spruce plate,
whereas the f-holes reduce the cross-grain stiffness. It is,
therefore,clear that these"perturbations" tendto elongate the
diagram in the graindirection and narrowit across thegrain,
thus giving an evenbetter agreement with theoutline of an
actual instrument plate.

Since theback plate of a violin is also significant with
regard to acoustical properties, it may be appropriate to
consider bending vibrations propagating around the whole
instrument, including theribs andbackplate. Indeed, Fellgett
has previously suggested an isochronal condition in this
context [6].

In conclusion, it seems clear from the above consider-
ations that theform of the violin is intimately related to the
anisotropicelasticproperties ofwood, and that the twobouts
and waist are a natural consequence of the equal time
condition for bendingwaves to travelalong plate diameters.
I hope that this note has been apositivecontribution to our

*Presented at The CAS International Symposium on Musical Acoustics, Mittenwald, August 1989.
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v = (h2/12 G)

1/4

-(2irf)1/2-C1/4 (1)

Cn = 7.47; C22 = 0.38; Cn = 0.42and C66 = 0.68 (GPa)

C(0) = Cncos4© + C22sin40 + 2(Ci2+ 2C66)sin2 0-cos20 (4)
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understanding of the violin shape in terms of physical/
acoustical principles.
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Replacing the cello with the baritone violin
Robert L. Stewart
577 Terrace Drive, Warrensburg, MO 64093

During the 1989-90 school year, the author, professor
emeritus of cello at Central Missouri State University,
performed on the baritone violin instead of his usual cello.
The baritone was used inthe cellosection of a symphonyand
chamber orchestra, a pianotrio, andas a solo instrument.Here
are some comments about the experiences, some probably
specific to the particular instrumentbeing used and others that
should be more general.

From Middle C on down, thebaritone had a marvelous
full tone. It was a joy to "feel" the power in the contextof
an orchestralcellosection. These instrumentswould makefine
replacementsfor cellos in the cello section of an orchestra.

At a meetingof theMid-America Cello Society, therewas
considerable interest in the baritone and a lot of excitement
when the low tones wereheard for the first time. Thecellists-
including thefirst cellist of the Kansas City Symphony and
others from the UniversityofKansas, Universityof Missouri
at Kansas City, and University of Missouri at Columbia-
eachplayed the baritone and mentallycomparedit to his cello.
All were enthralled with thepowerof thelow strings and the
evenness of tonebetween strings.

However, on the A string from the fourth position E
aboveMiddle C andup, thetone did not project as theauthor
believes it should. At thecellosociety meeting,all agreedthat
this baritone was not at its best from Middle C up. The tone
quality was notbad, but it was not as resonant in the upper
range as in the lowerrange. Theinstrumentwas very sensitive
to dampness,both in theroom airand in the instrumentfrom
a Dampit. The A string was the one most adverselyaffected.

The authorhad difficulty producinga consistentlygood
tonein the upperregister; nuancechanges were especially a
problem. Bowingand left hand tricks helpedbutdid not solve
the tonal problem to the author's satisfacton. The baritone's
sound should project. Because thebaritone at the Metropolitan
played easilyfrom thefirst time a bow was drawn across its
strings, it maybe thatabetter adjustment of this instrument
would have corrected the problem. For example, the
soundpost may not have been in the right position for this
instrument,and a tallerbridge might have helpedthe tone.

Raising the G and C strings improvedthe ease of playingon
these two strings, but there was too little bowing space
remaining between strings, which was a worry.

The author had some initial difficulty relearningfinger
spacings in order to play in tune. The baritone string length
was set at 28 inches, about 1 inch longer than cello strings;
but as the instrumentbecame accustomed to theauthor,and
he to it, the response improved. In general, the evenness of
tone between the strings was very good. This makes going
from one string to another a pleasureand no problem. One
should be able to use any fingering that is practical without
concern as to which string one is playing on.

The author can think of noreason torefrain from playing
the music from any style period theperformer wishes. The
baritonewasused to playmusic from the Baroqueerathrough
thetwentieth century. While the tone qualityis not quite the
same as thatof the traditional violin family, it was good. The
longer theauthor playedthebaritone, theless it sounded like
a bass.

At theend of theplayingperiod, the author andCarleen
Hutchins performedtwo experimentsthat helped the tone and
projection problems. In the first, the end of the fingerboard
was weighted with modeling clay. When the correct weight
of the clay was added, the upper range of the baritone
respondedfreely as ithad not atany timebefore. In the second,
extraweightaddedto the tailpiececompletelyeliminated the
wolves.

The author believes that the New Violin Family of
instruments is wellresearched and carefullyconstructed. The
only drawback to playing the baritone is its size. With the
generalpopulacebecoming larger,this shouldbecome alesser
consideration.

Take timefrom your own instrumentto learn to play the
members of the New ViolinFamily. Theseinstruments deserve
the commitment necessary to learn to play them. A goodly
numberof string players must take the time to learn to play
them, if the instruments are to take their properplace with
the traditional stringed instruments now in use.
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Natural sound from inside out: SMS - Symphonic Mike System
A new microphone system for amplifying instruments

Klaus Winkler and Klaus Kaetel
SoundlabElectronics

GmbH,

Robert-Bosch-Strasse34, D-8044 Unterschleissheim, Germany
Te1.0049-89-3 103001 Fax 0040-89-3102070

COMMENTS BY KLAUS WINKLER
The placementof microphonesfor orchestralrecordings

has changedbut littlein the last decades.This has alwaysbeen
difficult and dependenton so many different criteria, thateven
now, no tworecordings arealike, just as no two concerts are
alike. In principle, this is a good thing, since individuality
should be maintained.

One fact, however, annoys us. Whereas we have many
wonderfully smooth, well-rounded recordings, the structure
of the composition is often neglected.

The listener and even the expert, who is able to follow
alongwiththe score, are scarcely able to discern the individual
line of each part. The middle voices of the strings in such
"beautified"recordings are especially at a disadvantage.

If the soundreproduction is madethrough a loudspeaker,
the listener actuallyexperiencesa doubleacoustical influence
— theinfluence of therecording studio, and thatof theroom
in which the sound is being reproduced!

The developmentof an evenmore directpick-up system
seemed to be the only solution in view of such thoughts.

The limits of our knowledge have been the clip-on
microphone,which takesup theair vibrations,and the contact
microphone, for direct recordings of the body-sound of the
string instrument itself. Clip-on microphones transmit and
magnifybow andbreathing noises out of allproportion and
are moreover an added physical impediment on the
instrument. Contact microphones leavea lot to be desired as
far as sound quality is concerned.

Thuswe experimentedwithplacingthe microphoneinside
the body of my violin. A position at the inner exit of the
bottomblock proved to bethe most suitable for attaching the
microphone. To facilitate attachment and removal, we
developed a hollow tail pin and used the smallest possible
microphone.

If you nowlistened to the sound throughheadphonesit
appeared to be particularly round and the character of the
instrument was easily discernible.

An unexpectedchance to use this system occurredon the
occasionof the 200th yearcelebration of the English Garden
in Munich last year. A series of classical concerts for large
audiences wereto takeplace in the open air. In orderto make
theperformancesmore audible under thesecircumstances, an
amplification technique was necessary. First pin-on
microphones were suggested in order to prevent feed-back.
They were, however, found to be an impediment on the
instrument andbecause of this were largely rejected by the
musicians. Here was the ideal opportunity to use the new
microphone system.

The Symphonic Mike System (SMS) was developed in
conjunctionwith Soundlab Electronics GmbH. A hollowtail-
pin made of black, anodised aluminium and in varying sizes
replaced the originalwooden ones, and it is indistinguishable
from them.

It consists of a hollowouter casing and threaded insert.
This can be easilyunscrewed andthe microphonepin screwed
in. There is merelya tiny cable which leadsto the pre-amp.
It is attached either to one's clothing or to the music-stand.

From there, a cable leads to the sound-mixer.Naturally
cordless transfer is also possible.

Valuable experiencewas obtainedat the open-air concerts
in theEnglish Garden. Owingto the lack of time,onlyviolins
and violas wereable to be preparedfor theseconcerts. In the
meantime, a special microphone pin compatible with this
system has been developedfor cellos and contrabasses.

In spite of all of the objections made by "traditional"
recordingtechnicians, theresultant sound wasexcellent,and
the impact and discernabilityof the high and middle strings
was markedly improved.

There was some skepticism towards the new metal tail-
pin, however when recognized violinmakers undertook the
task of inserting thepin, last doubtscouldbe quickly dispersed.
Some colleagues were disturbed that theycould be listened
to individually (ability checks!), but finally it was clear to
everyone that the instruments wouldbe mixed at the sound-
mixingdesk and thenmixed in groupsat the mainmixingdesk.

Klaus Kaetel undertook the task of solving the electro-
acoustical problems. Soundlab has a greatdeal of experience
in miking and amplifying stringed instruments.

COMMENTS BY KLAUS KAETEL
The essential criterium in the development of the

Symphonic Mike System was that the natural sound within
the instrument be balanced with theexternalsound. Normal
microphonescould be usedto obtain the external sound. The
choiceof thetypeof microphonefor the interior sound proved
to be somewhat more difficult.

Thus, several initially conflicting demands had to be
fulfilled. On the one hand it was necessary to choose a
microphonecapsulewith the leastpossible inherent noiselevel.
At the same time enough headroom had to be available to
handle peaks without distortion. The diameter of the
microphone head could not exceed6mm in order that it fit
through the hollowtailpin. Despite this, the most linear and
widestpossiblefrequency range was required. Themicrophone
had to have omnidirectional characteristics andbeinsensitive
to body vibrations of the instrument. The SMS microphone
was developedwith the assistance of oneof the world'sleading
microphoneproducers to fulfill the aforementioned criteria
and to enable relevant statements concerning the acoustics
of the interior of the instrument to be made.

All measurements were conductedina virtuallyanechoic
chamber. Chromatic scales,chords, pizzicati and solo pieces
were played,and violins, violas,cellos and contrabasseswere
tested. Initially, a suitable position for the outer microphone
had to be determined. It was shown that a position per-
pendicularto thebridgeof the instrumentata distanceof one
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meter gave theoptimumsound. The positionof the SMS was
altered many times. A penetrationdepthof approximately 1
cm gave the best correlation with the external microphone.
The placementof theouter and SMS microphonewas made
purely subjectivelyby the sound engineer and the musicians.

Particular emphasis was laid out on the exact
investigationof the internal andexternal amplitude-frequency
characteristics of the instrument during the technical
measurementanalysis,whereby theformation of the formants
in the sound could be fixed through the use of a frequency
selective peak value measurement (see chart).

The difference between the inner and outer sound was
measured over the frequency and linearized with the aid of
filters. Aseries of tests independentto this was conductedwith
numerous testpersons, duringwhich, with theaid ofone third
band equalizer,a purelypsycho-acousticalcomparisoncould
be made.

The comparisonof thefilter results gained through the
technical measurements and those of the testpersons
demonstrated a difference in tuning of less than 2 dB.

Based on theseresults, a standardfilter couldbe defined,
which could be integratedwith thepre-ampandprovidedfor
the sound-linearization of the SMS microphone.

The advantagesof this system are obvious during the
amplificationof large gatherings, where instruments of poor
sound carrying qualitiesare able to be better transmitted and
balanced. Although symphony orchestras were not created
for the great

out-of-doors,

therehas been an increase in the
numberof open-airperformances throughout the world -from
the many EuropeanandAmerican open-airstagesto the Opera
Concert intheAustralian Outback. TheSMS also offers new
sound perspectives in the fields of studio concerts and
recordings, as wellfor composersand soloistsof Light or New
Music.

The system was introduced to a wide public at the
Frankfurt Music Fair during February 1990.

Translation by Wendy Thompson

The photo shows the assembled hollow casing, the screwed
out insert and above it the microphone screw with the
connecting cable. Never fear! The belly has merely been
removed for displaypurposes. This is totallyunnecessary for
assembling the SMS.

The complete SMS, fully assembled.

More details are available from Klaus Kaetel.
Klaus Winkler is a violinist in the Bavarian Radio

Symphony Orchestra in Munich. Hehas been involved innew
recording techniques for some time and is the inventor and
patent-holder of this SMS microphone system.

Klaus Kaetel is a qualified engineer and manager of
"SoundlabElectronics GmbH" nearMunich. Formany years
hehas been activelyinvolved in theresearch anddevelopment
of specialisedproblemsin the field of soundreinforcement and
has collaborated in the technical solution of this system.
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Earplugs for classical musicians
Edwin L. DeVilbiss
Etymotic Research, 61 Martin Lane, Elk Grove, IL 60007

As a consultant to the Chicago SymphonyMeadKillion
ofEtymotic Research had the opportunityto understand first
hand thehearingproblemsof manyclassical music musicians.
For example,the audiogramof aviolinist after 30 to 35 years
of high intensity playing clearly showed the effect of noise
exposure (Figure 1). Peaks up to 105 dBA were recorded in
the exposed ear. Based on thirty years of this exposure for
40 hours per week, one wouldhave predicted that the same

Figure 1.Audiogramofa virtuoso violinist after 30-35 years
of high intensity playing (45 years total).

loss would have occurred, pointingout that loud music can
be just as damaging as other loud sound (Figure 2).

Because Dr. Killion isalso amusician, he was sympathetic
to the plight of other musicians and designed the ER-15
MUSICIAN'Searplugandthe ER-20 HI-FIearplugto provide
moderate attenuation for all sounds. Attenuating sounds
equallyat all frequencies preserves their fidelity, and allows
the wearer to hear more naturally and clearly. The trick in
producing a flat response attenuator is to mirror the shape
of the natural frequency response of the open ear, but at a
reduced level.Two different approachesare used. The ER-15
uses a diaphragmsimilar to apassivespeakercone;theER-20
uses a tuned resonator and acoustic resistor. To reduce the
occlusion effect, a deep seal of the plug in the second bend
of the ear canal is necessary. This appliesto both theER-15,
availableonlywith acustom earmold, and theER-20, available
with either a genericor custom earmold. Of the two devices
theER-15 wouldbe preferred by classical musicians since it
has the flattest response and has sufficient attenuationfor
music which is not heavily amplified.

Since theER-15 is available in a custom earmold made
for the user's ears only, it is necessary to find a hearing aid
dispenser to take an ear impression. An easy way to locate
a dispenserin your areais to call oneof the followingearmold
labs and ask whothey would suggest in your area.

Westone Labs., Bonnie Foster, 800-525-5071
Microsome Lab., Mik Major, 800-523-7672
Earmold & Research Lab., Hal Wilson, 800-321-3898
Earmold Design, Ron Bloomgren, 800-334-6466
Cost for the ER-15 is about

$130

per pair. The cost for
the genericER-20 is about

$100

less than theER-15, but the
reduced fidelity, especially in the higher frequencies, would
be objectionable to many stringed instrument musicians.

Figure 2. Comparison to predicted NIPTS (noise-induced permanent threshold shift) for 30 years of 40 hour/week exposure.
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A purfling groove caliper
William E. Slaby
1322 No. Vermont, Royal Oak, MI 48067

While thumbing through back issues of the Newsletter
I came across an articleby MartinBenade describingagauge
he made for Carleen in 1969 to measure the depth of the
purfling groove. Martin was fifteen years oldat the time and
wasspending threeweekswith the Hutchins's at their summer
home in New Hampshire while his parents were in Europe.

Just as the teller of tall talesis almost sure to be outdone
by some wag in his audience, so the creator of a useful tool
or gadget will sooner or later find that some smart alec has
put his brain child in eclipse.

The drawingsherewith are of a spring-loaded adjustable
refinement of Martin's design which makes the tool more
adaptable than the original. It can alsobe used for checking
the depthof thechannel around the edgeof the top and back
plates.

In fairness to Martin it must be pointedout that he was
limitedinboth materials and tools. He fashioned the movable
pin and collar in one piecefrom an aluminum screw and his
turning tools consisted of an electric drill and a file. Despite
this improved design, Carleen, for sentimental reasons, will
likely stick with Martin's creation.

You may wish to modify the design to utilize materials
you have on hand. The frame of this caliperwas made from
1/16 " thick aluminum, the movablepin from 1/8Ddrill rod.
The anvil is a 6-32 pan head screw; the collars are of 1/4D
brass rod withshop-made2-56 slottedset screws, and assembly
is with two 2-56 round head screws.

Purfling Groove Caliperframe components layout
1/16" thick aluminum
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Textile security or taming the elusive treble
Carl Hugo Agren
Allmogegatan 120, S-583-30 Linkoping, Sweden

In articleson treble viol technique I have advocated a
hold where the lower bouts rest on the insideof the player's
kneecaps while the head rests against the player's chest or
shoulder. This is all very well as long as one wears one's
customary well-washed jeans.The situation is rather different
if one is doing a posh concert and steps on stage wearing
appropriatelyelegantclothing.A trebleviol is a difficult beast
to get a grip on, and it is a sad fact of life that elegantclothing
tends to be slippery—as I found out to my cost when giving
myrecital at theHorniman museum.Recently—and it really
should have been much earlier—a quiteelegant solution to
this problemhas occurred to me, and I feel duty bound to
share it with my fellow trebleplayers.

Nearly all viols have, at their lower end, a protrusion
known as thehookbar, to which the tailpieceis affixed. Take
a suitable lengthof string, make a noose at the end and slip
same overthehook bar. Pull the string under your viol and
fix theend to yourbelt (if you have one) orround yourdainty
waist (if thus equipped). Adjust the length and presto; your
elusive treble, which earlier was on the verge of going into

orbit, is sitting securely in place,quite independentof the lack
of friction betwixt your eleganceand your viol! Countless
elegantvariationsare ofcourse possible. The bestmaterialfor
the string is a long leather boot lace. The noose can be
elegantlyspliced or plaited or made a la hangman. The belt
end can be providedwithan eleganthook (brass, copper,silver,
ivory, bone, or whatever). Alternative strings to suit various
clothingcolors can also be made. Let your imaginationhave
free play!

This simple gadget works quite incredibly well, and the
feeling of security is unbelievable. I have tried it out on my
slipperiesttrousers,and theproblem just isn't there anymore.
I have distributed samples to friends in the UK, and they
proclaimit to be absolutelyrevolutionary.My personalname
for it is the "violine." It has struck me that this ridiculously
simple gadget might come in handyfor vertical viola playing
as well. The endpin that some of them have is a pain in the
neck to lookat and nasty to flooring as well. Do give it a try.
I guaranteeyou willbe more thansurprised. Welcome to share
my happiness!

Loosening white glue joints
Alan Carruth
20 Barrows Street, Dedham, MA 02026

Occasionallyone comes upon a goodinstrument that has
been badly mauled by another "repairman." Often white or
yellow glue is part of such a person's arsenal, and it can be
a miserable task to get the instrument apart. Althoughwater
and heat will loosen the glue, it generally takes so long that
the woodis reduced to pulp. The glueis too strong topry and
too elastic to shock apart.

I wasconfronted with such aproblemrecently after an
ice sculpturefell on a nice arch-back bass, reopening an old
soundpostcrack, amongotherthings. The previousrepairman
had leveled the top edge with a disc sander, removingabout
3mm of wood. He then glued the top down with Titebond
and a few clamps. Faced with a strong joinand a weak top,
Iwasunsure if Icould remove itat all without further damage.

I had had someluck in thepastsoftening yellowand white
glueswith hot vinegar and mentioned this to a friend who
stoppedby theshop. He recalledseeingAcetic Acid in a28%

solution at a photo supply store and suggested I try that. I
obtained a smallamount,and it did the trick.Althoughit took
five hours, I got the top off intact.

The acid penetrates thick glue lines relatively quickly,
reducing large drops from squeeze-out to jelly in fifteen
minutes. It seems to take longerto work on tight joints.Heat
appliedto the jointand a bit of strain speed theprocess once
started. Also, be sure to use a stainless steel knife, as plain
steel will react and stain the wood black.

I don't know if theacid hasany long-termadverseeffect
on the wood. I think the safest course, as with any strong
chemical, would be to assume that it does. In this case it
seemedworth the risk, as I could see no other way to get the
top off. Besides, I had to half-edge the top anyway. The bass
is now back in service with a restored edge, a new bar, and
a 5 x 8 inch soundpost patch. The owner is happywith the
sound, and I'm glad I didn't have to make a whole new top.
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Research Briefs For The Violin Maker ■ ■ ■ ■ Carleen m. Hutchins, Editor
112 Essex Avenue, Montclair, NJ. 07042

This section of the Journal has been established to try to interpret and relate some of the
technicalfindings in violin acoustics to actual violin making practice.

Appropriate topicsfor possible inclusion are comingfrom violin makers writing to the

CAS,

as well asfrom subjects covered in the classes in technical violin making at 112 Essex
Avenue over thepast 20 years. Please send your requests, problems and comments to the
Editor.

■ ■ ■

Body length found to be the primary factor controlling tone quality
between violins, violas, cellos, and basses

Carleen M. Hutchins

The thirty year acoustical developmentand study of the
instruments of the Violin Octethas shown that the frequency
placement of theAl cavity mode in relation to the tuning
of the strings is the prime controllingfactor in overall tone
qualityfor violinfamily instruments.The frequency placement
of the AO or"Helmholtz" modeis secondary,affecting mostly
the depthof tone,but not theclarity on the two lowerstrings
of each instrument.

THE A1MODE
The Al mode frequency is controlled mainlyby the body

length and to a lesser degree by thewallcomplianceof each
instrument. The Al modehas a pressure maximum at each
end of the instrument cavity and a node in the middlewith
aphase changebetween the upperand lowerareas as shown
in Figure 1.The Al modeis also closelyassociated with the
Bl body modewhose geometryofmotion is shown in Figure
2.*

THE VIOLIN OCTET
The acoustical andmusical basis for theViolin Octet was

to try to create seven instruments, one at each half octave
over the musical rangethat would havetheclarity andpower
of the violin, on all four strings, in contrast to the overall
blending tone qualitiesof the viola, cello and bass, which
cannot always be heard clearly, particularly on their lower
strings in ensemble. A search through nearly 100 tests of
violins,violas,cellos, and basses showedthat in theviolin the
two strong cavityresonances inthe loweroctave, the AO and
Al modes, lie close to the frequency of the two unstopped
middle strings, while in the viola thesetworesonance modes
lie several tones higher than the two open middle strings
(Figure 3). In the cello and bass, not only is the Al mode
severaltones higher than theunstopped second string, but the
AO mode lies nearly an octave below the Al mode.

Figure 1. The geometry of the Al mode. After E. Jansson.

After several years of experimentingwith different size
instruments inthe developmentof the Octet, itwas found that
body length is theprime controllingfactor for theAl mode
frequency ineach instrument.Figure 4shows thebody lengths
and string tunings of the Octet instruments. These body
lengthsproduced violin-typeplacementof theAl cavitymode
at 14 semitones above the lowest notefor each instrument.
Thus for all the Octet instruments tuned in

fifths,

theAl mode
frequency is very close to the open second string as it is in
the normal violin. For the basses tuned in fourths, the Al
mode lies slightly above theopen second string. This placement
of theAl cavitymode frequency gaveviolin-typetone quality
of power and clarity on all four strings to all the Octet
instruments, even thebasses.

*For a discussion of other variations in tone quality based on the frequency spacing between the Al and Bl modes in
violins, see CM. Hutchins, (1989), "A measurable controllingfactor in the tone and playing qualitiesof violins," J.
Catgut Acoust. Soc. Vol.l, N0.4 (Series II), 10-15, Nov.
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Figure 2. Finite Elementreconstruction of the Bl mode. AfterG.Knott.

Figure 3.

Figure 4. The Violin Octet.

THE VIOLA
The frequency placementof theAl modeis particularly

important for violamakerssince it indicates thatbody length
is critical to viola tone quality. When thefamous conductor,
Leopold Stokowski first heard the alto of the Octet, which
has abody length of 20 inches and is tuned C-G-D-A, and
has its Al mode on the open D string, he said "That is the
sound I have alwayswantedfrom the violasin myorchestra."
When Lillian Fuchs, the "first lady" of the viola heard the
alto in concert, her comment was, "It is very exciting, but
frightening, for it takes the viola out from under the chin."
Unfortunately, this instrument is too large for most players
to manage under the chin. However, William Berman,
formerly of the New York Philharmonic and Oberlin Con-
servatory, has learned to play thebig viola under his chin and
has travelledwith it all overtheworld for thepast 20 years,
playingit in symphonyorchestras, string ensemblesandstring
quartets with rewarding results. One of Berman's students,
Randall Vemer, was appointedprincipalviolist of the Portland
Oregon Symphony justafter graduationusing the 20 inchviola
under his chin!

In my ownexperienceofmakingover 150violas during
the last 30 years, I find that the 17i4 inch size violas with
theirAl modeat E on theD string doapproach,but not quite,
the full rich tones and power of the 20 inch alto. Many of
thesehave been sold to topprofessionals. The smaller violas,
from \6Vi inches down to 157/s inches in body length with
theirAl modes 3 to 4 semitones above the open Dstring, can
be made to have good tone and playing qualities if thefree
plates areproperly tunedand the instrument made according
to fine violin making. However, they are neveras fullandrich,
nor do they have the overall power of the larger ones.

THE AO OR "HELMHOLTZ" MODE
The secondarycontrollingfactor for violin-type tone is

the frequency placementof theAOof "Helmholtz" modein
relation to string tuning as well as to that of the Al mode
frequency. Itcan be seenfrom thechartofFigure 3, thatboth
theAl and theAO modeslie veryclose to thefrequency of
the the two unstoppedmiddle strings of the violin. Intheviola,
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these two modes are a musical fifth (seven semitones) apart,
but three to four semitones higher than the two unstopped
middle strings. In the cello, theAl and the AO modes are
nearly an octave apartwith theAl mode several semitones
above the frequency of the unstoppedsecond string. Theviolin
and viola relation of these two modes spaced a musical fifth
apart givesa more even overall sound than does the octave
spacing of the cello.

THE CELLO
The octave spacing between the AO and Al modes in

the cello means that thereis arelatively weakresonance area
on the lowand middle range of theG string, a problemwell
known to cellists. Also the octavespacing of these two large
resonances creates a verystrongresponseon the lowC string
due to thecombination of the AO modewith second harmonic
reinforcement from the Al mode an octave above.

(Second harmonic reinforcement does not
represent afundamental tone,but existsbecause
of a strongresonance an octave above that occurs
in the wide-band input from the bowed string
which is heardand can be measured witha sound
levelmeter. It is not a fundamental tone anddoes
not show in a sine-wave-inputcurve.)

The strongfirst bodyresonance orBl modeof the cello(Figure
2) usuallylies on therange of F-F# on theD string veryclose
in frequency to that of the Al cavity mode creating con-
siderable storedenergy in this range. The octaverelationship
of the two big cavity modes, Al and AO, help to aggravate
the "wolftone" in thecelloby addingeven morestoredenergy
in this frequencyrange to thepoint where thebow does not
have sufficient energy to control the tone. The type of wolf
eliminator which is essentially a "tuned filter" absorbs some
of the energystoredin the instrument inthis frequencyrange
to the point where the bow can manage it.

THE BARITONE
The originalbaritone, or largecello of theViolin Octet,

has a body length of 34 " (863mm) compared to the 29-30 "
(760mm) for cellos. Also, its ribs are deeper,-514 " (134mm)
compared to those of the cello (4 3A " - 120mm),which puts
the AO mode frequency several tones lower than we had
planned.A second model baritone has beenconstructed with
ribs only 76mm deep, thus bringing the AO modefrequency
up closerto thefrequency of the open G or thirdstring where

weprojected it. This shallow ribbed baritone hasbeen found
to have a smoother overall sound than thebaritone with the
deepribs where the soundsfrom the lowC stringare so strong
as to overbalance the rest of the instrument if not played
skillfully. However,both thesebaritoneshavebeen judgedby
professionalplayersand listeners alike to have overall violin-
type tone ofclarity and poweron all four strings, with some
preferring the fullrich lowersounds of the deepribbed model
and others the more even overall response of the shallow
ribbed models. Since both models of the baritone have less
than an octaverelationshipbetween thefrequency of theAl
and AO modes and lack the strong second harmonic rein-
forcement, they are less subject to wolf-tone problems than
cellos and basses.

THEBASSES
The sameexperimenthas been tried withboth the small

bass and thelargebass of the Octet.The AO modefrequency
ineach has beenraised several semitones by making theirribs
nearly40% shallower. Musical judgments in comparing the
shallow ribbed basses with the deepribbedbasses indicate that
the toneis somewhatsmoother and moreeven on the lower
strings of the shallowribbed basses than on the deepribbed
ones. However,both deepand shallowribbedbasses with their
Al mode frequencies unchanged,have been judgedto have
good overall violin tone quality of power and clarity on all
four strings.

CONCLUSION
The eight instruments of theViolin Octetall have been

constructed to have their Al moderesonance frequency 14
semitones above that of their lowest string as in the
conventional violin. (For instruments tuned in musicalfifths
theAl mode lies close to the open second string.)All eight,
whether deepor shallow ribbed models, have been judgedto
have violin power and clarity on all four strings in contrast
to theblending qualitiesof the viola,cello andconventional
basses.

This long-term experiment with the Violin Octet in-
struments provides good evidence that the frequency
placementof theAl cavityresonance,basedmainlyon body
length inrelation to string tuning is the prime controllingfactor
for overall tone quality in violin family instruments. It also
strongly suggests that violists should play as large a viola as
they can learn to manage comfortably.
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Book Reviews
The opinions expressedare those of the reviewers and are not necessarily endorsed by
the Editorial Board of this Journal.

Fundamentals of Musical Acoustics
Arthur H. Benade

Unabridged and correctedrepublication of the work published by Oxford University Press in 1976.
Dover Publications, New York 1990. Over 300 illustrations. Index. 608 pp. $15.95

One of thebest piecesof newsto come ourway in along
time is that the late Arthur Benade's masterpieceis once again
in print.

Contrary to the impression given by its title,
FundamentalsofMusicalAcousticsis not, in the normalsense
of the word,a textbookofmusical acoustics. It lacks, for one
thing, thegrey impersonalsolidityandexhaustivenessexpected
ofa textbook, whose structure is ordinarilydeterminedby the
need to present a subject without gapsin itslogicalcohesion.
Nor does it exhibit any great effort toaccommodate concepts,
notation, or nomenclature tothose in commonuse within the
field. Instead, we are given therare opportunity of observing,
and followingas best we can, the journeysof abrilliant mind
through whatwe couldotherwise easilymistake for familiar
territory.

Even though the text is not heavily peppered with
equations,a reader without great technical background can
easily be frightened off by its logicaland quantitativerigor,
especially if one is fooled by a style that makes everything
sound as though itought to be quiteelementaryand obvious.
Itis, in fact,nothingof the sort; indeed, thereis hardlya page

that does notraise interesting,and often confusing, questions.
The very chaptertitles — "Broad Hammers andPlectra, Soft
Hammers, and Stiffness"; "Room Acoustics II: The Listener
and theRoom"; "Half-Valved Octaves,Burrs, Multiphonics
and Wolf Notes" — should warnthe sophisticatedthat these
gatesarenot to be enteredunlessone is willingto leavebehind
the familiar worldofcomfortable crutches and easy scientific
stereotypes;but if one doeshave that willingness, therewards
to be reaped are great indeed. Whatever your background,
rememberthat there is lots which you won't understand the
first timearound(and a certainamount that you may never
understand).Those of uswho had the goodfortune toconverse
with Art Benade duringhis lifetime willrecognize theparallel
immediately.

The present Dover edition contains a large number of
corrections and minor revisions, compiled from the author's
ownnotesbya groupofformer students and colleagues(with
VirginiaBenade as most able coordinator). If you donotown
acopy of thebook, I strongly suggest that you buy one.You
won't be sorry.

Reviewedby: Gabriel Weinreich

Physik im Geigenbau
W. Giith

Published by the Author, R. Brennerstr. 42, 7000 Stuttgart 75, Germany, 1989, 300 pp., (in German)

The title translates as Physics in Violin Making. The
author,aprofessorat the Universityof Stuttgart,explainswhy
he wrote this book onlyafew years after the appearanceof
Lothar Cremer's Physics of the Violin. He says that the
functions of the books are evident from the difference in the
titles. Whereas Cremer's book is a theoretical work for
theoreticians,Giith's is apractical onefor violin makers. This
work is indeed lessmathematicalthan Cremer's — nevertheless
one quarterof thepageshave oneormorealgebraicequations,
includingdifferential and integralequations. The material is
on the level ofafirst course in EngineeringMechanics, such
as is studied in the sophomore year of an engineeringcourse
in the United States. (In actuality, vibrations — the very
backbone of Giith's book — are usually omitted or hastily
covered, because they are in the last chapterof the text,and
the timehasrun out.)The question is, howmany violinmakers
arefluent in the mathematicsandphysics learnedin two years
of engineeringschool? According to the author "thephysics
does not exceed that which is taught in gymnasiums (the
German high schools) or which someone can easily master

who has not attended such a school". One is envious of a
society in which persons without a highschooleducation can
easily master engineeringphysics on the sophomore level.

In any case, this is a very interestingbook. The writing
is lucid and logical. Prof. Giith states that he has given his
work the character of a textbook rather than a scientific
treatise, and in fact, with the additionof problems it could
easilyserve as a text in vibrationsand waves.Every leastpart
of the violinhas beensubjected to a physical analysis, giving
much food for thought for people interested in the scientific
basis of violin making. Almost one quarter of the book is
devoted to the physiologyand psychology of hearing.

A secondvolume is tofollow. Thus, anycomplaint about
missing materialis premature. One hopes thatthe sequelwill
contain, for example, information about the vibration modes
of unmounted plates.

There are no references andno index of literature.These
have been deliberatelyomitted as beingoutside the scope of
a textbook. Interested parties arereferred to Cremer's book.

Reviewedby: Edward Wall
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The Complete Luthier's Library
by Roberto Regazzi Foreword by Charles Beare
Florenus Edizioni, Bologna, 1990. XVIII+ 556. ISBN 88-85250-01-7.
Availablefrom: Florenus Edizioni, c/o CasellaPostale 21 40060 Pianoro Vecchio (Bologna) - Italy - Price Lit. 300,000 + p&p.

I have known RobertoRegazzi since the Conferenceon
the Restoration of Musical Instrumentswhich was held in
Venice in 1985.His serious commitment as a scholar became
offical with the request of collective participation in the
formation of a large-scale data bank of Bibliography of
Lutherie. In the last few years Roberto has succeeded in
collectinghundreds ofworks concerningtheprestigious craft
of lutherie on his precious book shelves.

This thirst for knowledge and collection of books has
finally found an outlet in a valuable publicationfor the scholar
of bowed, plucked and plectrum musical instruments. The
bibliographicallayoutof the workenables constantreference
to be made to the material which is available (and un-
fortunately not always ready to hand).

Musicologists and organologists will not be alone in
welcoming thepublication in a single volumeof information
on anythingthathas ever been publishedon instruments of
lutherie;in fact the work willalso benefit the manycraftsmen
who are deeply interested in knowledge of the works
concerning their ancient art, and not least, those musicians
who wish to acquire a more thorough knowledge of their
instruments.

Roberto Regazzi has worked on the project for several
years, enthusiasticallyalternatingit with his main activityof
luthier andrestorer of musical instruments. Theresult is once
again afine and well-balanced work, a true artistic collection
of the works contained in libraries world-wide.

Each work is ordered alphabeticallyby the author's name
and is mentionedwith a detailed collection ofdata; after the
general information (includingcompletetitle and sub-title in
the originallanguage), ofparticular interest is theresearch of

all the editions appearing after the first printing date, the
number of pages and illustrations in each edition, the ISBN
where applicable and even the indication of the editions
available at the Goodkind Library at Oberlin College,Ohio.
Most ofthe titles intheworkcontain a summaryof the subject
concerned or a useful listing of the general contents (Table
of chapters). Such precision in details has rarely been found
inbibliographicalworks and alsoconsists of a handy general
subject index divided into as many as 1600different headings.
The publicationbecomeseven moreuseful with theinclusion
of this detailed list, as if the 3723 works mentioned wereonly
an initialreference point. Inaddition, the appendixcontains
a generalindex of names, with almost 25,000 references, as
well as an index of useful periodicals.

Thedifficulty of compilinga critical bibliographyof this
type lies in identifying those texts which are worthy of
inclusion and leaving aside publications which might over-
burden the topicspresented. In spite of this evident selection,
the bibliography also carefully lists texts belonging to
disciplineswhich are usuallyconsideredforeign to the culture
of musicology,such as woodtechnology,chemistry, acoustics,
dendrochronology, the study of marketable goods and
commodities, etc.

The use of the English language makes this work an
indispensable international instrument of reference.

Thisbook hasprovided me with much information that
Iwouldhave otherwise beenunlikelyto discover;owningand
consultingsuch abook gives the magicalimpressionof having
Roberto's own greatorganologicallibrary near at hand, as well
as the vast culture of lutherie which has been accumulated
over the centuries.

Reviewedby: Sergio Cingolani
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The Physics of Musical Instruments
Neville H. Fletcher and Thomas D. Rossing

Springer-Verlag New YorkInc., Ist edition (1991), ISBN 0-387-96947-0

This book is such a pleasureto review. It is aparagon
among recent musical acoustics books because it really does
stress thephysics in quite some depth, including solutionsof
differential and integral equations. There is no attempt to
squash the physics content so as to widen its readership. In
this senseit must beconsidered a laboroflove. I do wish that
I hadlonger to browsearound in the mathematicalmeadows
before the constraint ofmodern life (synopsized as - because
you can do everythingfaster you must do everything faster)
forced me to inscribe myreview onto the tabula eterna. Yet
those readers of technical bent whose interest in musical
instruments is more than casual will also find much of interest
here because the authors have made a successful effort to
create more than just aphysics textby providingsubstantial
discussion about a wide range of musical instruments to
accompany their mathematicaland quantitativeefforts.

The authors (not surprisingly, two CAS members) have
had a long history of musical instrument research and a
considerable pedagogical background. They start with an
excellent presentation on Vibrating Systems with many
examples that CAS members will recognize - the Helmholtz
resonator, plucked/struck/bowed strings, spherical and flat
plates,coupledoscillations - in shorta marvelouscompendium
of acoustical concernments.

Theauthors thenfollow the vibratoryenergy into theair
anddiscuss its propagationvia the sound waves, investigating
soundpressure and intensitylevels (although laterreferences
to suchthings as "sound field" (p. 258) don'talways comewith
such a clear definition), radiation via multipole sources,
impedance(how to transfer the vibratoryenergy into theair)
andradiation from variouspipes terminated with sundrybells.

Finally theysettle down to play on diverse instruments,
groupedinto strings, winds and percussion. No doubt about
it - if you waded through salad and the main course, this is
dessert! Unique amongtextsof this type, they pay particular

attention to the nonlinear aspectsof instruments to illustrate
some of thephysics discussed, using such as the Chineseopera
gong that runs sharp as its displacement goesflat.

Given ourreadership, some additional comments on the
chapteronbowed string instrumentsare called for. More so
than in theother chapters, I feel that the information in this
chapter does not "hang together" as well. Given the
extraordinaryprices (and publicity)associated with thefinest
old instruments, perhapsit is because theunderlyingquestion
of why orwhatmakessome instruments worth dyingor going
broke for, while others, seemingly the same, are considered
just so much cellulose, is neverreally addressed. Perhaps it
is because some vital parts of the instrument are almost
completelyneglected,like the soundpost(not even mentioned
in the index).Perhaps because some aspectsof thecurves and
plots presentedclash in undiscussed, awkward juxtaposition
(monopoleradiativity curves which are associated with iso-
tropic sound emission rightnextto figuresand curves showing
howdirective the instrumentradiation patternsare, and how
sensitive to frequency). Perhaps because after reading the
chapter I am still notsure what themainwoodresonance is,
or whether it is the same as the "first body resonance" of
Meyer (p. 274), the "main bodyresonance" of Weinreich (p.
262),or the 3rd body modeC3of Jansson (p. 249) andwhether
any of these couples to the Al mode. Maybe what all this
means is that we still don't have our understanding of the
violin to the point where a textbook presentation can be
considered the final word. Whatever. This is still a book to
treasure, to read, to enjoy and to learn from.

[One cautionary note — pay close attention to figure
labels:someare missinge.g., Q values in fig. 1.12;notproperly
placed as in the "phase magnitude" label for fig. 10.24 and
10.25 which is two labels for the lowerand upper curves, resp.;
and some don't have units.]

Reviewed by: George Bissinger
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News and Correspondence
A long time member of the CAS, Michael E. Mclntyre, of
the Department of Applied Mathematics and Theoretical
Physics, Cambridge University, whose work is primarily
cosmology, has been elected to The RoyalSociety — a most
prestigious honor. Michael, along with James Woodhouse,
hosted our 1977 International Symposium on Musical
Acoustics at Queens College. " " " " MeadC. Killion, who
is a transducer expert,was elected aFellowof the Acoustical
Society of America. "" " " Wilfred A. Cote, Jr.,
Distinguished Service Professor and Director of the Center
for Ultra Structural Center at the College of Environmental
Science and Forestry at the State University of New York
at Syracuse, was given the Sigma Xi Outstanding Faculty
Award by the Syracuse ChapterNortheastRegion 23 of the
Sigma Xi. In 1990 he received the Distinguished Service
Award of the Societyof Wood Science andTechnology,gave
the ColleyLecture to American Wood PreserversAssociation
as well as the Annual Lecture to The Canadian Wood
Preservers Association.

In 1990, TheMuseum National d'HistoireNaturelle deParis
organizedanexhibition on wood andpublishedabeautifully
illustratedbook Bois a Coeur Ouvert. The photographs and
concise descriptionscover three centuries of interest: Wood
as a Living Tissue; Wood and Human

Cultures;

The New
ImageofWood as a material of construction in Industryusing
composites. The first part shows photos of trees several
centuries old — from the blue cedar at the Petit Trianon in
Versailles; the cypress "El gigante" with a circumference of
42 m in Mexico; a Sequoia in Redwood National Park in
California 112 m highand finally the oldest tree in the world,
Pinus aristatode, over4000 years old. The fine structure of
wood is illustrated by a number of photographs obtained by
electron microscopy.The effect of woodon different cultures
both Europeanand Egyptian is also documented. Modern art
is represented by works of the French sculptor Zadkine
(1890-1967). The utilization of wood in violin making is
discussed by one of our members, Voichita Bucur, who was
consultant to the exhibit, and included is a fine photo of a
violin by Jean Bauer, luthier, along with two electro
micrographsof spruce and maple.The actualconstruction of
a violin is illustratedin several stages. Finally, the utilization
of solid wood and wood based composites in contemporary
cabinet workand furniture is shown in several fine pieces by
Alain Gutton.

The CAS has received a Newsletter from long time member
Chris Jaffe which contains an article on the various
acousticians who have contributed to designs of today's

concert halls. Jaffe Acoustics, Inc. are the acoustical
consultants for the theaters in the new complex in
Washington,D.C. — InternationalCultural and Trade Center
as wellas for the new Tokyo International Forum.

3

Underthe headingof "AViolin Maker's Classic,"the Southern
California Association of Violin Makers'Bulletin has reprinted
"Platetuning for the violin maker" by Carleen Hutchins in
their Vol. 26, No. 12, December 1990. This was originally
published in the CAS Newsletter No. 39 (May 1983).

The CAS has translations from theGerman by Edward Wall
oftwopapers that maybeof interestto ourmembers— "Die
Wahrscheinlichkeit der Anwendung yon Terpentin un
Terpenharzen bei der Herstellung alter italienischer
Geigenlacke" (The probabilityof the use of terpentine and
terpeneresins in thepreparation of old Italianviolin varnishes)
by Petra Stefcova, Chemical-TechnologicalCollegeat Prague;
also "Die Akustik dcs Violinkorpus" (The acoustics of the
violin corpus)by Erik V. Jansson,KTH, Stockholm, Sweden.

TO ALL COLLECTORS AND INSTITUTIONS WITH
COLLECTIONS OF MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS:
The International Committee ofMusical InstrumentMuseum
and Collections (a UNESCO-sponsored group) is preparing
revised editions of the International Directory of Musical
Instrument Collectionsand theSurvey ofMusical Instrument
Collections in the UnitedStates andCanada. Privatecollectors
andinstitutional collections whose names arereceived willbe
sent a form to fill out and return. Proper security and
anonymity will be maintained if requested.

For the North American

Collections,

write to:
William E. Hettrick, Music Department
Hofstra University, Hempstead, NY 11550

For everywhere else, write to:
Barbara Lambert, General editor, International directory
201 Virginia Road, Concord, MA 01742

GUITAR TREK IS COMING!
Guitar Trek, resident at the Canberra School of Music
(Australian National University), is a unique quartet which
plays a 'family' of guitarsof different sizes. This new Guitar
Family comprises Treble, Baritone, and Bass instrumentsin

*
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addition to the standard classical guitar (See Figure 1). The
instruments wereespeciallydesignedand madefor thegroup
by Australian luthiers GrahamCaldersmith,GregSmallman,
and Eugene Philp.

Figure 1.Guitar Trek Canberra Guitar Ensemble. Left to
right: Richard Strasser, Peter Constant, Fiona Walsh, Tim
Kain.
The idea that the guitar might be ready to branch out into
some form of instrumental family is one that has gradually
gained momentum throughout theworld in recent years. It
constitutesa major new direction in the developmentof the
guitar this century — a direction to which Guitar Trek is
thoroughly committed.
The idea of a guitar family is not new: South American
traditionalmusic has employedtherequinto, the charangoand
other guitarvariants togetherwith the six-string bass guitarron
for decades. Similarly, the Viennese "bass" guitar in which
the standardsix fretted strings are supplementedby ninelower-
pitched unfretted strings has become a popular traditional
instrument innorthernEurope. Ongoingexperimentationwith
classical guitarswith up to elevenfretted strings (though still
based on the standard top six strings) has propelled several
virtuosi into vigorous variations of guitar technique and
arrangements.

Since 1980 when Caldersmith made his first steel-string
baritone, therehas beenincreasingattention directed towards
extending the existing guitar into a family for ensemble
performances in several countries. In recent years, guitar
ensembles in Holland and England have usedrequinto and
lower-pitched instruments in effective arrangements of
renowned chamber and even orchestral works for which
compact disc recordings are now available. Thus the Guitar
Family Project with Guitar Trek is part of a world swing

towarda guitar ensemble experience,a naturalexpansionof
the spectacular achievement of the classical guitar in this
century.

Unlike the other ensembles, however, the Australian New
GuitarFamilywas conceived as an integratedextrapolation
of the classical guitarvoice into threenewranges usingrecent
advances in knowledge of guitaracoustics to scale the guitar
resonances up or downto suit theproposednewranges. The
practical aspects of this project such as string lengths, body
dimensions andparticularlysound characterwere hammered
out in close consultationwith the musicians of Guitar Trek,
and their pioneeringrepertoire already stands as a valuable
addition to guitar ensemble literature.
The New Guitar Family made its radio debut in mid- 1987
in a short recital for the Australian BroadcastingCorporation.
Following this broadcast, the instruments were officially
presented in a first public recital in October 1987. So many
peoplehad to be turnedawayonce thehall wasfull, that the
program wasrepeatedon the same afternoon for thebenefit
of those whohad missed the first performance!
Since thenGuitar Trek has gone from strength to strength.
In addition to further concert performances, subsequent
engagements haveincludedrecordings and interviews for the
ABC radio and national television.A compact disc is to be
released in March 1991. The group has already begun to
establish an originalrepertoire for its family of instruments,
commissioning works from a number of Australia's leading
composers.The first such work, Nigel Westlake's "Winter in
the Forgotten Valley" was premiered in 1989, receiving
enthusiastic praisefrom audiences andcritics alike. It willbe
featured on the forthcoming recording.

Guitar Trek is currentlyplanningatour of the United States,
beginning mid-August 1992. Be on the lookout for it. More
importantly,helpmake the tourpossibleby suggestingpossible
bookings to Graham Caldersmith. You can write him at
Caldersmith Luthiers, 20 Dryandra Street, O'Connor ACT
2601, Australia.

Figure 2. Proposed Guitar Family.
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Meetings, Workshops, Seminars
The Second International Conference on Music Per-

ception and Cognition (2nd ICMPC) will be held under the
auspices of the Societyfor Music Perception and Cognition
(SMPC), at theUniversityofCalifornia,Los Angeles(UCLA)
from February 22-25, 1992. TheConferencefollows the highly
successful First Conference held inKyoto, Japan in October
1989. The 2ndICMPC will providean openforum for work
in all areas of music perception, cognition and related
disciplines. There will be symposia of interest to a general
audience, and sessions of particular interest to specialists.
Concerts and performanceofall typesof music, includingnon-
Western will be staged.

The conference welcomes a full range of research and
scholarship, includingexperimental,theoretical, musicological,
ethnomusicological, acoustical, physiological and comput-
ational which are directed towards the musical mind. In
addition, performances of compositions which are based on
thesedomains, or lecture-recitals includingrecorded tapes, are
encouraged.

Abstracts of roughly 250 words should be submitted.
Contributed papers are welcome. Allpapers should describe
work that has notbeen presentedat aconference orpublished
ina Journal. Proceedingswill be publishedin consultation with
the Society for Music Perception and Cognition.

For further informationpleasecontact: Roger A.Kendall,
2nd ICMPC Secretariat,Dept. Ethnomusicology& Systematic
Musicology, 1642SchoenbergHall, UCLA, Los Angeles,CA
90024. Telephone: 213-206-6080. Fax: 213-206-6958.

Western Pacific Regional Acoustics Conference (co-
sponsored by the Australian Acoustical Society and
Department of Environment and Heritage), Brisbane,
November26-28, 1991.For information write P.O. Box 155,
North Quay, Brisbane, Australia 4002. Fax: 61-7-2277677.
Telephone, Mrs. N. Eddington: 61-7-2276802.

Aero-and HydroAcoustics, anadvanced shortcourse will
takeplace July 15-19,1991. Held jointlywithEcole Centrale
de Lyon, this course is offered for industrial acoustics
specialists and researchers (both engineers and scientists)
involved in acoustics, vibration and unsteadyflow problems
in aeronauticsand underwater applications. Fordetails write:
Pam Whitfield, Cambridge Programme for Industry, Univ.
of Cambridge,EngineeringDepartment,Trumpington

Street,

CambridgeCB2 IPZ, England.Telephone:0223-332712. Fax:
0223-332662.

University of New Hampshire Continuing Education
18th Annual Violin Craftsmanship Institute will take place
June 3 - August 16, 1991. Courses include: BowRehairing,
June 3-7; Basic bow repair, June 10-14; Basic Bow main-
tenance and repair workshop, June 17-21; Seminar on the

basics of violin maintenance and minor repair, June 10-14;
Seminar on violin repairfor craftsmen, June 17-21; Workshop
inadvanced violinrepair: neckgraft, June 24-28; violin building
and varnishingworkshop, July8 - Aug. 16.For details write:
UniversityofNew Hampshire, ViolinCraftsmanship Institute,
Brook House, 24 Rosemary Lane, Durham, NH 03824.

The 14thInternational Congress on Acoustics will be held
in Beijing, China, September 3-10, 1992. It will provide an
open scientific forum in all fields of acoustics. The Congress
will beorganizedby the Acoustical Society ofChina and the
Institute of Acoustics, Academia Sinica.

To make sure that you are on the Congress mailing list,
so asto receivefurther circulars and thefinal registrationform,
please contactthe 14thICA Secretariat, Institute of Acoustics,
P.O. Box 2712, Beijing 1000080, CHINA.

CAS members represented at the 120th meeting of the
Acoustical Society ofAmerica held in San Diego, November
26-30, 1990, presented the following papers:

Session lOC. Acoustical Oceanography:Active Bubbles
at the Ocean Surface, included paper by H. Medwin, "The
oceanic worldof infant and adult microbubbles."Session 2SA.
Structural Acoustics and Vibration:Structural Dynamics: R.
Korte and T.D. Rossing "Modal analysisof tennis rackets."
Session 3ED. Education inAcoustics: Videotapesfor Teaching
Acoustics: T.D. Rossing andR.J. Hanson,Co-chair included
papers by R.J. Hanson "Vibrating string motions on
videotape;" T.D. Rossing "Modal analysis of vibrations in
musical instruments;"S.A. Elder"A video tutorial on modal
analysis;" T.D. Rossing and R.J. Hanson "A potpourri of
videos." Session 3PA. Physical Acoustics: Propagation and
Scattering in Random and Anisotropic Media, included a
paper by J.R. Chamuel "On thevalidity of the liquidwedge
technique for generating Scholte waves." Session 2PP.
Psychological andPhysiologicalAcoustics: Evoked Potentials,
Otoacoustic Emissions, and Noise, included paper by W.J.
Murphy, E.L.Talmadge,A. Tubis, G.R. Long"Experimental
estimation ofparameters usedin a limit-cycle-oscillatormodel
of spontaneous otoacoustic emissions: Effects of aspirin
administration on time constants for suppression." Session
4AA. Architectural Acoustics, Noise and Speech Commun-
ication: Prediction and Physical Measurements of Speech
Intelligibility II: David Lubman, Chair, presented "Uses of
RASTI to assess speech intelligibility." Session 4ID.
Interdisciplinary:Hot Topics in Acoustics included paperby
T.D. Rossing "Recentadvancesin musical acoustics." Session
4MU. Musical Acoustics: Computer and Live Music: Max
Mathews, Co-chair, included paper by D. Deutsch, L. Ray,
M. Dolson, S. Zizook, F.R. Moore "Computerevaluation of
musicalperformancefrom the acoustic signal:An exploratory
study on performance anxiety." Session SMU. Musical
Acoustics: Perception ofMusical Sounds: U.J. Hansen, Chair.
Session 6EA. Engineering Acoustics: Materials andAcoustical
Measurements, papers included: H. Suzuki et al "Effect of
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Meetings, Workshops, Seminars continued
microphone distribution on estimation of sound source by
multiple microphones;"H. Suzuki,M. Anzai, T. Ono, P. Herve
"Measurement of the mutual radiation impedance of
loudspeakers from electrical input power and diaphragm
velocities." Session 6PP. Psychological and Physiological
Acoustics: Cochlear Processes , — in honor of Juergen
Tonndorf: J. Allen, Chair,presented "Tonndorf and acoustic
impedance." Session 7EA. EngineeringAcoustics: Transducer
Design: H.B. Miller, Co-Chair. Session 7MU. Musical
Acoustics: Speech Communication, and Psychological and
Physiological Acoustics: Perceptual Relationships between
Music andSpeech: D. Deutsch, Chair, whopresented "Alink
between music perception and speech production;" A.J.M.
Houtsma "Pitch in speech and music: Is there a single
concept?" Session BMU. Musical Acoustics: Nonlinear
Dynamicsand Wind Instruments: D.H. Keefe, Chair, included
papersby A. Hirschberg, A.J.M. Houtsma, A.P.J. Wijnands,
H.J. Dane "Flow through the reed channel of a single-reed
wind instrument;" N.E. Brown, R.T. Schumacher "Computer
simulations andreality in clarinet tones;" J.D. Dudley, W.J.
Strong "Computer simulation of a Backus experiment

on the trumpet;"D.H. Keefe, J. Valeriu "Soundproduction
in air-jet driven wind instruments." Session BPA. Physical
Acoustics: Ultrasonics and Sources ofSound: E.C. Everbach,
Chair. Session BSA. Structural Acoustics and Vibration:
Acoustical Imagingof Vibrating Structures: E.G. Williams,
Co-chair, who presented with J.A. Mann, K.B. Washburn,
K. Grosh "Time-based energy analysis of acoustic radiation
and structural vibration using generalizednear-field acoustical
holographymeasurements." Session BSP. SpeechCommuni-
cationandPsychological and PhysiologicalAcoustics: SP and
PP Potpourri (Poster Session) includedpaperby A. Krokstad
and J. Svean "Feedback reduction in a digital hearing aid."
Session 9MU. Musical Acoustics: Physics of Musical
Instruments included papers by J. Tsai, T.D. Rossing
"Acoustics of the Chinese qing;" D.A. Russell and T.D.
Rossing "Shock spectraof piano hammers;" E.C. Carterette
and R.A. Kendall "Acoustical andpsychoacousticalanalyses
ofsimultaneouslysoundingwind instruments;" J.L.Feng and
W.J. Strong "Optimizationof clarinet toneholes,"A. Chaigne
"A discrete model for synthesizing guitar sounds."

INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON MUSICAL ACOUSTICS (ISMA '92, TOKYO)
FRIDAY, AUGUST 28 - TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 1, 1992

TOKYO, JAPAN
The organizingcommittee, chaired by Isao Nakamura,

has startedto plan the International Symposiumon Musical
Acoustics '92 Tokyo. This meeting will be co-sponsored by
the Musical Acoustics Research Group, Acoustical Society
of Japan and theCatgut Acoustical Society. The meetingwill
be held just before the 14th International Congress on
Acoustics in Beijing. Topics will include, but not limited to,
(1) Physics of musical instruments, (2) Computerapplication
for music, (3) Musical Perception and cognition, and (4)
Musical aspects of room acoustics. If you are interested in

attending, pleasefill thepreliminaryregistrationform below
and send it in by July 15, 1991 to:

Hideo Suzuki
Secretary of the OrganizingCommittee,

ISMA '92, Tokyo
1-16-1 Hakusan, Midoriku
Yokohamashi, 226 Japan
(Tel: 045-935-3883, Fax: 045-935-3806)

I plan to attend ISMA '92, Tokyo.

(Name)
Please print or type

(Address)
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Recent Publications
of CAS Members
A. Askenfelt

A.H. Benade

R. Blinder
J.C. Brown

J.A. Bucaro, B.H. Houston,
E.G. Williams

G. Caldersmith

E.R. Corliss

G. Eban

S.P. Eberhardt, L.E. Bernstein,
M.E. Demorest, M.H. Goldstein, Jr

E.C. Everbach, Z. Zhu, P. Jiang,
B.T.

Chu,

R.E. Apfel

H. Hayslett

R.A. Kendall, E.C. Carterette

M. Kondo, K. Kishi, T. Kojima,
H. Kubota

M. Kondo

EX. Kottick, K.D. Marshall,
T.J. Hendrickson
J.E. McLennan
J.E. McLennan

J. Meyer

N.E. Molin, A.O. Wahlin,
E. Jansson

N.C. Pickering

N.C. Pickering

N.C. Pickering

Editor, Acoustics of the Piano, Royal Swedish Academy of Music,

Stockholm,

1990.
105 pages, Price

$23.00

(including compact disc).

Fundamentals ofMusicalAcoustics reissued in paperbackby Dover Publications, Inc.,
31 East 2nd St., Mineola, NY 11501, 0-486-26484-X.

$15.95.

(See review this issue.)

"A visit with Maestro Jose Yacopi," American Lutherie No. 23, Fall, 1990, pp.24-28.
"Calculation of a constantQ spectral transform," J. Acoust. Soc. Am. V01.89, No.l, Jan.
1991,pp.425-434.
"Fiber-optic-air-backed hydrophonetransduction mechanisms (30), J. Acoust. Soc. Am.
V01.89, No.l, Jan. 1991, pp.451-453.
"Profiles ofacousticians — NevilleFletcher, Part II," Acoustics Australia,Vol.lB, N0.3,
Dec. 1990, pp.75-6.
"The ear as a mechanism of communication," J. Audio Eng. Soc., V01.38, N0.9, Sept.
1990, pp.640-652.
"An interviewwith steel guitarmakerDanaBourgeois," AmericanLutherie, N0.23, Fall,
1990, pp.B-11.

"Speechreading sentences with single-channelvibrotactile presentation of voice funda-
mental frequency," J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol.BB, N0.3, Sept. 1990, pp. 1274-1285.
"A corrected mixture law for B/A" (25) Letter to Editor, J. Acoust. Soc. Am., V01.89,
No.l, Jan. 1991, pp.446-7.
"Shaping blocks for cello sides," J. Violin Soc. of America, Vol.X, N0.3, pp. 143-156.

"Thecommunication ofmusical expression,"Music Perception,Vol.B, N0.2, Winter 1990,
pp.129-163.
"Violin researches in Japan," J. Acoust. Soc. Japan, V01.46, No. 10, October 1990,
pp.854-863.
"Fromthe mind's eye to the naked eye — Studyingthe physics ofviolinwithmy students,"
J. Acoust. Soc. Japan, V01.46, No. 10, October 1990, pp.867-868.
"The Acoustics of the Harpsichord," Scientific American, February 1991, pp.l lo-1 15.

"Stradivarius escapes again," JAAAMIM, Vol.V, No.l, Feb. 1986.

"Towards some definitions," JAAAMIM, Vol.V, No.l, Feb. 1986.

"Zur dynamikund Schalleistung

yon

orchesterinstrumenten," Acustica, V01.71, 1990,
pp.277-286.
"Transient waveresponseof the violinbody,"Letter to Editor, J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol.BB,
N0.5, November 1990, pp.2479-2481.
Book review, Violin Acoustics, by Augustus F. Matthews, J. Violin Soc. of America,
Vol.X, N0.3, pp. 174-5.

"String Testing," J. Violin Soc. of America, Vol.X, N0.2, pp. 107-132.
The Bowed String, Amereon,Ltd., Publisher, Mattituck, New York, 1991. Library of
Congress Catalog Card Number 90-86262.

(continued)
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M.W. Riley Report on the XVII International Viola Congress,J. Violin Soc. ofAmerica,Vol.X,N0.3,
pp. 157-167.

Royal Swedish Academy of Music The CAS office has received brochures describing the 10 books in Musical Acoustics
publishedby theRSA. Prominent researchers in music acoustics herepresent theirwork
inpopularform. The books containpapers givenat seminars that were arranged jointly
by theAcademy's Committee for the Acoustics of Musicand theDepartmentof Speech
Communication and Music Acoustics, at the Royal Institute of Technology (KTH) in
Stockholm. Most of the volumes include sound examples on EP phonographrecords.
The books can be ordered from the Academy.

E.A.G. Shaw Obituary, RaymondW.B. Stephens, J. Acoust. Soc. Am., V01.89, No.l, Jan. 1991,p.476.
HA. Strobel A Violin Makers Journal. A companion to: Useful measurementsfor violin makers, a

referencefor shopuse. Publishedby Henry A. Strobel, Aumsville,OR 97325. 1990. ISBN
0-9620673-3-4.

G. Weinreich, R. Causse "Elementarystabilityconsiderationfor bowed-stringmotion," J. Acoust. Soc.Am., V01.89,
N0.2, February 1991, pp.887-895.

If your paper is not among those listedabove, please send a copy to the office so it can be included.

Necrology
Mildred Allen
Lothar Cremer
Joseph Domaleski
Carl Williams
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Lothar Cremer 1905-1990

Carleen M. Hutchins andLothar Cremer

Professor Lothar

Cremer,

a long time member of the
Acoustical Society of America and the Catgut Acoustical
Society, died October 16, 1990. He was a pioneer in many
areas of acoustics and is known worldwide for his many
technical publications as well as the acoustical design of
concert halls throughout Europe and the United States. He
was a professor at the Technical University of Berlin and
Director of theHeinrich-Hertz Institute wherehewas greatly
reveredby his students for hiswonderful enthusiasm and the
depth of knowledge he brought to his teaching.

He was honored with the Gold Medal and the Wallace
Clement Sabineaward of theAcousticalSociety of America
as well as thePer Bruel Gold Medalfor Noise Control and
Acoustics of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers.

Professor Cremer's deep interest in the acoustics of the
violin stems from his joyin playing the viola. During thewar
years, while he was workingfor the German Navy, he and
his family lived on a small farm in a small village near
Augsburg. His attempts to helpon thefarm apparently were
not greatly appreciatedby his hosts, however, he was liked
very much by the villagersfor his beautiful viola playing for
Sunday Mass.

Duringhis six weeks stay at Bolt, Beranek & Newman
in Cambridge,Massachusetts, Cremer gavea veryfine lecture
on the research that had been done particularly in Germany
on the acoustics of the violin. Several of us were fortunate
enoughto attend this lecturewhich led to a deepand lasting
association. He was an early vice-president of the Catgut
Acoustical Society and organized its first International
Symposium on Violin Acoustics which was held at the

Photo Courtesyof Arthur Montzka

Geigenbauschule in Mittenwald in 1974.
In his definitive book Physik der Geige [1, 2], Cremer

dividedtheproblemsof theviolin intothree parts: thebowed
string, the corpus includingbridge and cavity, andradiation
includingthe reflections of theroom. In a paper he gave at
the International Symposium on Musical Acoustics,
Mittenwald, 1989[3], which he proofreadonly a weekbefore
he died, he wrote, "Lookingback six years later, I feel able
to state that Parts 1 and 3 (of mybook) even todaycontain
all fundamental problems and results. But I would have to
rewrite somechapters of Part 2. My treatmentof the arching
of the top andback plates provedto be wrong . . . Further-
more, my discussion ofplaneplates andtheir couplingby rigid
elements and the air cavity is no longer sufficient. In the
meantime we have got much new information by modal
analysisand thefinite element method." [3] Alwaysready for
new ideas, Lothar Cremer was thefirst to examine any new
developmentwith greatrigor and interestand enjoyedmany
discussions with others in the field.

A friendly, courageous giant has left us all with a
wonderful heritage.

Carleen M. Hutchins

REFERENCES
1. Cremer, L., Physik der Geige(S. Hirzel,Stuttgart, 1981).
2. Cremer,L. ThePhysics ofthe Violin,translated by J. Allen,

MIT Press, Cambridge,MA 1983).
3. Cremer, L., "Remarks on thepredictionof eigenmodesof

violins,"Catgut Acoust. Soc. J. Vol.l,N0.6 (Series II), 1-8
(1990).



EDITORIAL PROCEDURES FOR PUBLICATIONS
Since many of our members are concerned that papers

which they submit for the CAS Journalare not alwayspub-
lished in the upcoming issue, we would like to give you the
kind ofschedule we haveto meetfor publication. This is what
happens to your paper —

When your paper is received, an Associate Editor sends
it to someone who is conversant with the workcovered and
qualifiedto review your paper. This sometimestakes several
months. If thereare changes to bemade, theeditor sends the
paperback to you notingsuggestionsand corrections. When
you return your paper to the editor and he feels it is ready
for publication, it comes back to the office. If the paper

is not suitable for theCAS Journalfor one reason oranother,
the editor will so inform you, givingreasons. Notes limited
to 1000 words are given priority for early publication.

Please note that submission ofa manuscriptis arepresen-
tationthat it has not been copyrighted, published elsewhere
or under consideration for publication elsewhere.

Items submitted for consideration in the News and
Correspondence and Meetings, Workshops, Seminars columns
mustreach us by February 25 for the May issue and August
15 for the November issue.

FORMAT FOR SUBMITTED PAPERS
Please observe thefollowingguidelineswhen submitting

papers to the journal:

(1) Provide three copies of a neatand legiblepaper; i.e., double
spaced, typed (or printed), with numbered pages.

All authors of papers accepted for publication in the
Journal, who have prepared their workby computer, are
encouraged to submit a copy of the manuscript as an
ASCII file on a5lA inchfloppy disk inadditionto 3 copies
of the printed versions. Rapid and accuratepublication
of papersis facilitated by submission in machinereadable
form.

The text of submitted Journal manuscripts normally
should notexceed6000 words(approximatelysix Journal
pages, including illustrations). Notes are limited to 1000
words. Discussionof material previously publishedin the
Journal may be submitted as aLetter to the Editor and
should not exceed 500 words. Closures to discussions
preparedby authors andreviewersshould not exceed250
wordsper discussion. Count a one-columnfigure or table
as 250words; a one-line equation as 30 words;a built-up
fraction or an integralsign or summation sign in asentence
as 20 words.

(2) Include a lay-languageabstract if the paper is technical.
(3) Simplify mathematical expressions as much as possible.
(4) Draft (or clearly draw) all figures and illustrations.
(5) Provide captionsfor figuresand tableson aseparate sheet

with a clear indication as to what they refer.

(6) Enclose text references to figures, tables, and literature
citations in brackets. E.g. [Fig. 3], [Table2], [s], where 5
is the fifth item in a reference list.

(7) Submit black and white photographs wheneverpossible.
Black and white photographsreproduce much more easi-
ly than color photographs.

(8) Prepare thereference list on a separatesheet numbering
each literature citation formatted as follows:
(a) Periodical:
Author, "Title," Periodical, volume issue, pages, (year).
E.g.
Benade, A.H., "Musical acoustics today," CAS Journal,
46, 30-36, (1986).

(b) Book:
Author, Title (italics), (Publisher, Location, year), specs.
E.g.
Coulson, C. A., Waves, (Oliver and Boyd, Edinburgh,
1960), 7th cd., Chap. 8, ppl2B-138.

(c) Collection:
Author, "Chapter Title," Book Title (italics), Editor,
(Publisher, Location, year), specs.
E.g.
de Boer, E., "Pitch theories unified," Psychophysics and
Physiology ofHearing, edited by E. F. Evans and J. P.
Wilson, (Academic, London, 1977), pp323-324.

CALL FOR ARTICLES FROM INSTRUMENT MAKERS
We would like to present more articles by qualified

musical instrument makers andrepairers. Althoughthefocus
of the Journal is on the violin family,we encouragesubmis-
sion of papers on other instruments, particularly string in-
struments. Articles on bows are welcome.Anypractical aspect
of the tradecan serve as a subject, also applicationsof scien-
tific principles, use ofcomputers, testsofquality andhistorical
notes. Examples include varnishing techniques, methods of

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
We welcome letters to theeditor in response to articles

which have appearedin these pages. We reserve the right to
publish or not to publish letters received.

carving tops, backs and necks and proper use of hand tools.
Sources of supply are alsowelcome, e.g. whereto find the best
tone wood and bow hair. Articles giving explicit directions
and reproducibledataare of particular interest. As an alter-
native to formal articles and notes, ideas shared by violin
makersmay appearin Research Briefs for the Violin Maker,
Carleen M. Hutchins, Editor. For more information, see the
introduction to this section in this issue.

QUERIES
Your querymaybe on anytopic thatrelates to the theory,

design, construction and historyof stringed instruments and
related areas of acoustical study.
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